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New York Central System Historical Society
The New York Central System
Historical Society (NYCSHS) was
organized in March 1970 by the
combined efforts of several former
employees of the New York
Central Railroad. The NYCSHS is
chartered
as
a
non-profit
corporation under the laws of the
state of Ohio. The vision of the
NYCSHS is to be the preferred
source of information and
products related to the New York
Central System. The mission of the
NYCSHS is to perpetuate the
legacy of the New York Central
System
by
acquiring
and
preserving its history, traditions,
documents, and artifacts; and by
disseminating accurate information and products consistent with
good stewardship.
Your membership gets you four
issues of the popularly acclaimed

Central Headlight, the official
publication of the NYCSHS. The
Central Headlight is only available
to members, and each issue
contains a wealth of information
each quarter. From steam to diesel
(and electric), from freight to
passenger, from branchline to
mainline, the Central Headlight
covers them all. Our Annual
Meetings focus on the preservation
of New York Central railroad
history with informative speakers,
presentations, and tours. The
Society also has many NYC
reference books and drawings
available for purchase. Membership is open to all; so don't delay;
join today! www.nycshs.net
Or you may download a membership form at:
https://nycshs.org/nycshsmembership
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The NYCSHS Modelers Committee

We have a NYCSHS Modelers Committee that now has 14 members. We meet on the phone about
once a month to strategize about what to do to support NYC modeling for our members.
The members of the committee are Seth Lakin, (Chair), Brian Marotta, Jeff English, Dave Mackay,
Paul Pickard, Lawrence Faulkner, Manuel Duran-Duran, Kyle Coble, Dan Seligmann, Larry Grant,
Ralph Schiring, Alex Schneider, Charles Newton, Alex Warshal, Mike Vescelus, Charlie Newton, Vic
Roman, Noel Widdifield, and Rich Stoving.
We have released over 625 models at up to 20% off MSRP to NYCHS members and have sold more
than 5,000 models and taken pre-orders for many more. We have offered several HO-scale, S-scale,
N-scale, and O-scale models and are in the process of finding more HO-, N-, S-, and even O–scale
models to be released in coming months. Watch our website and Collinwood Shop online store for
more information. Website: NYCSHS.org and Collinwood Shop: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/
We have released many new NYC models over the last ten years, but if you have some ideas for us,
contact us at nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org
NYCentral Modeler
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Greetings from the NYCSHS President
Dave Mackay, NYCSHS President
One of the benefits of being an officer of the NYCSHS is that you get to be involved in day-to- day
operations that keep the Society going. That sometimes is a good news/bad news type
thing. Not that the Society does things we should not: it is that it’s easy to get stuck in a
“we’ve always done it that way” mode. While we’ve been rather successful as Railroad
Historical Societies go, there is always room for improvement.
To that end, the Membership Committee, under Chair Paul Stoving, has put our membership
numbers through an analysis to help look ahead. The result is rather clear-we need to step up
recruitment of new members. In reviewing where we have the most members the winning states
are New York and Ohio. That’s natural, the NYCS was a major presence there. It’s also where there
are a lot of train shows. Historically, we have occasionally had a presence at a few of these and
handed out membership applications and sample publications. We are now going to “organize”
the process with vetted “Membership Recruiters” that will receive our full support and will be
authorized to collect the membership fee on the spot, as not to let any new member get away.
We need to have more folks step up and represent us, especially in Ohio, although the program
could be in any location where we have the potential to sign members up. NYC modelers are great
folks, and know their local shows better than any of us can, so I’m putting it out there….If you want
to be an active part of the Society, and represent us, please drop me (DTMackay@nycshs.org) or
Paul (membership@nycshs.com) a note with your information and what show(s) you have in mind.

NYCentral Modeler
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The NYCentral Modeler

From the Cab
I certainly wish that the outlook for new NYCS models
Aswe
had improved since our last issue, but that has not
happened. There is the wonderful news, that Broadway
Limited has finally produced the NYCS Vanderbilt
Hudsons nearly seven years after first announcing them.
They are expected in December.
By the time you are reading this our NYCSHS Mini
Convention in Berea, OH will be over, and we will be
reflecting on the great presentations given there. These
minis are popular with members in the geographic area
where they occur. We just need more members to
express interest in having one in their area. Let us know
if you are interested. nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org
The good news is that we were able to set up an
agreement with Mohawk Design and are now offering a
line of over 30 clothing items from them. If you haven’t
looked at the Shop to view these, you need to do it and
get yourself one for wearing at modeling events.
I hope you look at Dennis Regan’s article on the 2022
St. Louis RPM. We are thinking about the look of our
magazine and the headline in Dennis’s article is a
new look we are considering using the NYC Roman
font. Let me know what you think about it.
It is still a great time to be modeling the NYCS and
we hope you take the time to share your modeling with
us. If you have photos or models that you
haven’t shared with us in past editions, please
consider contacting us and adding your talent and
articles to the many who have shown off their NYCS
modeling in the past.
If
you
are
interested,
please
contact
me at: nfwiddifield@nycshs.org or call me at
703-407-3059. Let us see what you model on the NYCS.
Thanks,

This publication of the NYCSHS is for the purpose of
providing NYCS modeling information. It is a
publication by the NYCSHS Modeling Committee –all rights reserved. It may be reproduced for
personal use only. It is not for sale.
We encourage articles and photos submitted for
publication. Materials submitted are considered to
be gratis and no reimbursement will be made to the
author(s) or the photographer(s) or his/her
representative(s). The Society reserves the right to
reject, for any reason, any material submitted.
We need articles for scales in addition to HO. We
have published articles in Z-, S-, N-, HO-, O-, 1/29-,
and 1/32-scales. We do need articles in all scales but
want more non-HO articles.
Please contact the editor for submission information
and guidelines. We have a style guide to be used for
articles and will send it to any aspiring author.
Photos should be submitted at not less than 640 x 480
pixels and in JPG, TIFF or PDF format. Statements
and opinions made are those of the authors and
don’t necessarily represent those of the Society.
We make every effort to ensure all information is
technically correct, but do not guarantee it for
accuracy. All articles and photos should be sent to:
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

We really want to hear what you think
concerning this issue and about your modeling
or collecting. We will help you tell your story.
Be sure to check out NYCSHS on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/New-YorkCentral-System-Historical-Society302109173240295/

Noel

NYCSHS Publications & Info

NYCSHSFacebook

NYCSHS-Members

NYCSHS Central Headlight: R. L. Stoving stoving@ptd.net

NYCSHS Books: NYCSHS Book Collection

NYCSHS Website: www.nycshs.org

NYCentral Modeler: Noel Widdifield: nfwiddifield@nycshs.org

NYC Drawings: Tom Gerbracht: trgerbracht@nycshs.org

NYC Passenger Cars: Dave Staplin: staplindave@yahoo.com
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Chuck Beargie – Trix NYC Standard Caboose Upgrade

Page 42

Chuck Beargie has been a model railroader since his high school days, and
from the beginning has been a prototype modeler. Through most of the
1980s and 1990s he researched and modeled the Sierra Railroad of
California. However, after nearly two decades, his interest in the Sierra
started to wane.
He looked around at other prototypes to model, and settled on the town of Jefferson, Ohio,
which was on the Franklin / Oil City branch of the NYC. The primary focus is on the 1920s,
but other eras are researched and simulated as well.
Chuck’s research activity for modeling Jefferson Ohio led him to joining the NYCSHS in 2001
(member # 5459). The 2000s were challenging times for the Society. He became more active,
joining the Board of Directors in 2010, and becoming the Archivist in 2011. He resigned these
positions upon relocating from Cleveland to St. Louis in 2015. Chuck has retired as an
aerospace quality engineer and is working as an independent contractor in the aviation field.
Tom

Long– The East Brookfield Depot in N-Scale

Page 53

Tom Long is an avid Boston and Albany fan and N-scale modeler and has
been a member of the NYCSHS since 2004. Tom became a fan of the B&A
after moving to Framingham, MA in 1991. He attended Joseph P. Keefe
Technical High School, just across the street from Nevins Yard. Tom lived at
milepost 23 and would walk to and from school along the B&A.
Tom has a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering from the University of Texas at Austin
and a Graduate Certificate in Systems Engineering from Johns Hopkins University. He and
his wife Karen currently live in Maryland where he works for the Navy as a Systems Engineer.
This is Tom’s seventh article in the NYCentral Modeler.

Bob Chapman – Kitbashing a NYC Postal Car

Page 59

Bob Chapman is a lifelong model railroader, currently modeling his
hometown Cincinnati in HO with its seven fallen flags – B&O, C&O,
L&N, NYC, N&W, PRR, and SR. He enjoys writing about the hobby, with
over 100 published articles in Model Railroader, Railroad Model Craftsman,
Mainline Modeler, and several historical societies, along with co-authoring the book L&N
Passenger Trains.
On the prototype, Bob achieved his lifelong dream as a licensed steam locomotive engineer,
running for ten years on Michigan’s narrow gauge Huckleberry Railroad and Iowa’s Boone &
Scenic Valley Railroad.
Bob attended University of Cincinnati and Stanford University and enjoyed a 34-year career
with Dow Corning in Midland, Michigan. He and Barb currently reside in Highlands Ranch,
Colorado.
NYCentral Modeler
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Brian Marotta – The NYCentral Modeler Tool Shop

Page 69

Brian Marotta has modeled the New York Central since 1998. He has been
collecting N scale for most of his life, when his mother bought him a basic N
scale train set when they lived in an apartment and didn’t have space for
anything larger. As a child in the 1980s, he would spend time watching trains
along both sides of the Hudson River with one of his uncles, who would
provide commentary on the mighty New York Central and its famous trains that used to ply
the rails. Modeling a small section of the Hudson Division allows him to have a slice of east
coast railroading in his Colorado home.
He juggles his time between model railroading, family time, being active in the outdoors,
and working as an aerospace engineer. He is fortunate to have a wife that fully supports his
hobby and is always willing to push him down into the basement when he needs time to
decompress. His love of trains is also not lost on his 7-year-old daughter, who asked to have
her own oval of N scale to run and happily joins him when he is working on his layout.

Dennis Regan – 2022 St.Louis RPM

Page 71
The NYCSHS participated in the Fifteenth Railroad Protype Modelers
Meet (St. Louis RPM Meet) on July 30th and 31st, 2021 at the Gateway
Center in Collinsville, IL.

Dennis Regan, Bob Keeler, Chuck Beargie, Seth Lakin, and Carl Wessel represented the
NYCSHS at the meet.

Joe Rothwell – O-Scale Live Steam NYCS Hudson Chassis – Part 3

Page 82

Joe is German-born and raised in California. Like most kids, he built and
proudly displayed plastic cars, ships, and planes. He soon met with BB guns
and or firecrackers for a sensational ending with his brothers and friends in
attendance. Next, he turned to balsa airplanes, U-control and RC models.
There was no limit to the types of materials he worked with. He used whatever was best for
the job. The hobby has led him to many interesting projects with one ending in a two-day ride
in a 425-foot nuclear submarine (Ben Franklin class) out of Pearl Harbor as the captain’s guest.
This was a partial payment for a 5-foot fiberglass model sub he had built for the captain.
Train sets were always in his mix of hobbies and live steam has been his most recent activity
although he still runs N-scale NYC equipment on a 4x6 layout. Why NYC? Who else has a
Hudson, Mohawk or the legendary Niagara? No one, of course! Another of his interests is
wind-up toys, with trains, and submarines being topmost. Land Surveying has footed his
hobby bill, and the rest he says he wasted. This is Joe’s second article in the NYCentral Modeler.
NYCentral Modeler
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Seth Lakin – NYC NW2 Swithchers: Part 3

Page 96

Seth Lakin grew up a few blocks away from the crossing of NYC's Water Level
Route and Michigan Central mainline at Porter, IN. However, his earliest railroad
memories are not of NYC trains, but of diesels of the late 1970s and early 1980s
Conrail. This is Seth’s eleventh article as he continues to share his modeling talents
with us. Seth is chair of the NYCSHS Model Committee and is a prolific modeler

Steve Lasher/Russ Weis – Steve’s Scrapbook

Page 102

Steve Lasher was born in Cleveland; he developed an early interest in the
NYC. After stints of working for the Rock Island and then Cotton Belt, a career
change led to a 30-year career in nursing. He currently resides in
Jeffersonville, IN and derives great pleasure from making Russ Weis cringe
with new improvements and projects.
Russ Weis is a retired airline pilot, but he always had a love of trains. Growing
up in the Detroit area, his father at my request would take him to the
Michigan Central station to watch the trains come and go. It is no wonder
why he wanted to model the New York Central with Buffalo being the main
focal point of the layout for all the possibilities with operations.

Imagine Yourself Pictured Here with the Title of Your Article and Page!
We know that you are a great modeler, and we would love to see some of your work here in
the NYCentral Modeler. Articles are pretty easy to do, and our readers would love to hear about
your layout, collection, and your modeling skills.
All it takes is for you to take a few photos of your layout and then write about it. Developing
an outline helps keep you on track. Or if you are building something for your hobby, just take
photos as you build and then write the article from the photos. If you have a collection,
photograph some of your favorites and then just write about how and why you have collected
what you have. We can send you some material to help you with writing the article and tips
on how to take excellent photos to go with the article.
We are prepared to help you to write a great article to share with all of us. Just contact me at:
nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org
First-time authors for the NYCentral Modeler will receive a NYCSHS Author’s t-shirt for
your first effort. If you have written for us before, you know the satisfaction of seeing your
excellent modeling efforts here on these pages!

NYCSHS Website – Where you can find out everything NYCSHS – www.NYCSHS.org

NYCentral Modeler
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Hall of Heroes
We have no new authors to receive our NYCSHS
Magazine Writer T-Shirt for their
first article in the magazine.
This edition has several veteran writers for the NYCentral Modeler!!!

Why don’t you write one for us???

NYCentral Modeler – “Mystery Photo”

Tell us what you think this might be and where it was used. Send your answers to
nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org

NYCentral Modeler
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NYC Lines Magazine May 1923

The large car-ferry of the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Railway and Navigation Company, which
plies across Lake Erie between Ashtabula, which is on the New York Central main line, and Franklin
division and Port Maitland, Ontario. Thirty-two freight cars can be placed on the tracks in this vessel.
A great railway mileage is saved by transporting cars via this ferry. The ferry makes a round trip every
24 hours during the navigation season. Faster schedule is not advisable on account of uncertain
weather conditions. Note stern of ferry at Ashtabula dock showing tracks leading to boat tracks.

STALWART NEW YORK CENTRAL POLICEMEN ON THE HUDSON DIVISION.

MCRR gondola found in an ad in the magazine.

NYCentral Modeler
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NYC Lines Magazine October 1923

Exhibition cars of New York Central Safety Department at State Fair, Syracuse, NY.

Service Progress Special as it looked in 1923 with the then 40-year-old Michigan Central locomotives
(2nd & 3rd locos)included with the exhibits.

Order Your Copy Of This Fascinating Collection

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps-_c_180.html

Some of the great photos and ads from the
New York Central Lines Magazine

NYCentral Modeler
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Did Your Grandfather or Great-Grandfather Work on One of These
Or See It in the NYCS Headlight 1960’s Magazine For Employees?

Enthusiastic crowds, like these in Cleveland greet the Aerotrain, like those in cities visited on the tour
of the NYCS.

Railroad artist, John Wozny, a NYCS flagman at Cleveland is putting the final touches on his biggest
project to date. It is a mural on the wall of the employees’ lunchroom in the postal annex built by the
Central at the cost of 48 million and leased to the Post Office.

Just some samples of the great photos and articles that can be
found on flash drives available from the Collinwood Shop
at:https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-ProductsPhotos-and-Val-Maps-_c_180.html
NYCentral Modeler
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The great collection of NYCS locomotive photos
now on Flash Drives!!!

This drive contains a collection of photographs from the NYCSHS archives. It provides
a small number of the several thousand photos that have been scanned by NYCSHS
Archive volunteers over many years. The majority of archive photo collection comes
from the many photos saved when the NYCS merged to become the Penn Central
Railroad. Additional photos came from individual donors of their collections to the
NYCSHS.
These locomotives were built by a number of manufacturers over the years. They were
sometimes referred to as "Yard Goats" by the NYCS employees. The collection includes
a complete roster of all of the NYC 0-8-0s. An Excel spreadsheet is included with all of
the information available for each photo. (Not always a lot of information as the
photographers did not always leave good documentation.) The spreadsheet has links that
take you directly to the photos. (The links do not work on Mac computers because for
some reason Microsoft chose to disable this capability.)
This product is another of the wonderful historical documents produced by the NYCSHS
archive volunteers.
Don't miss out on this collection of images of 165 images from the NYCSHS
archives.

NYCentral Modeler
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Don’t Miss This One!!
This is a publicity
shot of the ALCoSchenectady, NYC
K-5b, #4915, James
Whitcomb Riley, at
Chicago, IL.

Watch for an additional
announcement for other
up-coming additions to
the expanding collection
of NYC Locomotive
digital photos on flash

drives or search for
them in the Digital
Shop!!!

NYC Locomotive Photo Collection “Streamliners”

Available at: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Digital-PhotoCollections_c_163.html
Or just look in the Shop under the Digital Photos section.

Union Station Products Passenger Components
(N-, HO-, S-, & O-Scale)

Union Station Products makes passenger car sides that enable you to model your favorite
railroad's passenger cars. All sides are undecorated in white styrene and come with window
glazing. Most sides will also come with floor plans and a photo of the car. They require a core
kit or donor r-t-r car to complete. It is possible to build any NYC lightweight car with these
sides. The descriptions allow you to be sure you are buying the correct version. The elusive
"Valley" heavyweight tall-window Plan 3988 observation is a new, NYCS specific release.

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Union-Station-Products-_bymfg_67-0-1.html

NYCentral Modeler
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Z-Scale Rolling Stock
American Z Line

NYC 20th Century
Passenger Cars

Limited

Lightweight

These cars are sold individually and include
four 4-4-2 sleepers, two diners, two baggage,
on coach, two observation and two RPOs. The
cars are injection-molded plastic bodies, and
Auto Latch couplers. It should really be an
"Island" series observation and the AM radio
antenna is wrong, but we are in Z-scale and are
happy they are offering them.
MSRP $61.00 each Expected Delivery Now
https://www.azldirect.com/passenger/nyc20th

These are not carried in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop.
N-Scale Rolling Stock
Bluford Shops

P&LE 3-Bay Offset Side Hoppers
70 ton 3-Bay Offset Side Hoppers first appeared
in the late '20s and by the late '30s had become
an AAR standard design with cars delivered
from several builders in large quantities. The
last of these cars were delivered in the late-'60s
and many remained in service through the '80s.

NYCentral Modeler

Features:
• Diecast slope sheet-hopper bay-center sill
assembly
• Injection molded plastic sides, ends, and
hopper doors
• Fully molded brake tank, valve and air lines;
slope sheet braces
• Separately molded vertical brake rod and
lever assembly
• Body mounted brake hose detail
• Coal load
• Body mounted magnetically operating
couplers
• Close coupling
• Friction bearing or roller bearing trucks
• Multiple road numbers
MSRP $32.95 Expected Delivery 2023

These are available in the Collinwood Shop.
Rapido

ACF PD3500 Flexi Flo Hopper

Built between August 1964 and June 1966
the American Car & Foundry (ACF) 3500 cu.
ft. covered hopper was an early innovator
in pressure differential unloading and a
marketing masterclass thanks to the “Flexi
Flo” tag coined by the car’s biggest
customer, the New York Central railroad.
Other than seven cars built for Shippers Car
Line (SHPX), a subsidiary of ACF, the NYC
was the only purchaser of the PD3500. They
made up for it in quantities, with a total of
220 cars rolling off the Milton,
Pennsylvania, production line over three
subtly different batches.

4h Quarter 2022
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Through the Penn Central years, plenty
made it through with their full NYC paint
continuing to be exposed to the elements
with nothing more than reporting mark
and number patches. The Conrail era
meant many cars were repatched again,
making them rolling billboards in northeastern railroad history! Many others were
fully repainted, with Conrail applying at
least three different schemes.

the mid-1950s when trucking became more
economical. A variety of lines available.
Silver Series Features:
• Detailed painted body
• metal wheels
• Body mounted couplers
• Non-magnetic axles
MSRP TBA Expected Delivery TBA

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two uniquely different body styles - Early
and Late
Unique 125-Ton Barber S-2 trucks
Etched metal running boards
Injection-molded grab irons
Fully detailed underbody with full
discharge piping and brake equipment
Factory-installed air pipes and coupler cut
levers

MSRP $44.95 Expected Delivery TBA
These are available in the Collinwood Shop.
Bachmann

50.6’ Drop end Gondola
Designed for ease of loading and unloading,
the Drop End Gondola could be found
across North America from 1937 to as
recently as the 1990s. Used for carrying coil
loads, scrap metal, tires, and other bulk
commodities, and in their later years,
maintenance-of-way materials...
Features:
•
•
•
•

opening drop-ends
blackened metal wheels
body-mounted E-Z Mate® Mark II
couplers
non-magnetic axles

MSRP TBA Expected Delivery TBA
HO-Scale Locomotives
40’ NYC Stock car
Stock Cars, also referred to as Cattle Cars,
are a type of rolling stock used to transport
livestock and larger animals between farms
and other destinations. They were a
common sight on railroads across North
America from the late 1800s right up until

NYCentral Modeler

Broadway Limited Imports
NYC Commodore Vanderbilt Hudson

#5344 Disc Drivers, Paragon 4 Sound
DC/DCC, Smoke

4h Quarter 2022
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#5344 Spoked Drivers, Paragon 4 Sound
DC/DCC, Smoke
In the summer of 1934, J-1e Hudson #5344 was
pulled from service and sent to West Albany to
be fitted with the first sheet metal shroud in
America.
Painted gun-metal gray with
aluminum trim, the locomotive was named
"Commodore Vanderbilt", after the successful
US businessman who previously owned the
NYC railroad.
Developed by the Case School of Applied
Science, the shroud covered the locomotive and
tender. The shroud was not just for looks, but
well-planned and functional. Hinged panels
made maintenance points accessible, and a
grilled recess on top of the cowling aided the
updraft of smoke. Engineers estimate a 2% aid
to air flow and the shell certainly minimizes
heat loss.
The Commodore Vanderbilt had her inaugural
trip on February 19, 1935. After working for
about 8 months, she was sent to West Albany
Shops for further improvements. Boiler
pressure was increased to 250 lbs., roller
bearings were applied to the side rods, and disc
drivers replaced the original spoked
drivers. #5344 maintained this appearance
until July 1939, when she was returned to the
shops again and given a shroud like the
"Dreyfuss Hudsons".
In this production, we are offering models of
the Vandy Hudson in her original appearance
with spoked drivers, and in her later and
longer-lasting appearance with roller-bearing
siderods and disc drivers. We will deliver the
models ready to run on 18" curves. To
accomplish this, we have removed two small
pieces of shrouding at the front, and the
locomotives will have a modified rear trailing
truck. The two shroud pieces and a
prototypically accurate trailing truck are

NYCentral Modeler

included in the box and can be easily installed
as desired. Each of the Vandy Hudson models
has a die cast boiler and tender body, and all
models come with our Paragon4 DC/DCC
Sound System with synchronized puffing
smoke and integral GoPack capacitor.
Features:
ALL-NEW Paragon4 Sound & Control
System
• Synchronized Puffing Smoke with Chuff
• Variable Puffing Smoke Intensity and
timing
• Integral DCC Decoder with Back EMF for
Industry Best Slow Speed Operation in DC
and DCC
• Precision Drive Mechanism
• 5-Pole Can Motor with Skew Wound
Armature
• Heavy Die Cast Boiler, Tender Body, and
Chassis for Increased Tractive Effort
• Premium Caliber Painting with Authentic
Paint Scheme
• Prototypical Light Operation with
Separately Controllable Headlight, Reverse
Light, and Cab Light
• Factory-installed Engineer and Fireman
Figures
• Prototypically Accurate Models for As
Delivered and In-Service Appearances
• Many Separately Applied Details such as
Handrails, Grab Irons, Ladders, Piping,
Cab Glass, Whistle, Brass Bell, and Many
Others
• Equipped with Rubber Traction Tires for
Increased Pulling Power
• Recommended Minimum Radius: 18
inches
• Accurate Prototypical Sounds for the NYC
Commodore Vanderbilt Locomotive
First Offered almost seven years ago and finally
released.
•

MSRP $599.99 Expected Delivery Dec 2022
These were available in the Collinwood Shop, but
the ordering deadline is now past.

4h Quarter 2022
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Steel roof, steel end, straight underframe
MSRP $61.98 Expected Delivery TBD
These are available in the Collinwood Shop

Walthers

NYC Commodore Vanderbilt Hudson #5342
Pacemaker Scheme, Disk Drivers, Paragon4
Sound/DC/DCC Smoke (Trainworld Exclusive)
Can you believe this????
MSRP $599.99 Expected Delivery Dec 2022
Only available from Trainworld!!!

HO-Scale Rolling Stock
Accurail

NYC&HRRR 36’ Wood Boxcar -Singles
Steel roof, steel end, straight underframe
MSRP $20.98.Expected Delivery TBD

NYC&HRRR 36’ Wood Boxcar -3-Pack

NYCentral Modeler
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John Torgerson’s layout with several
photos the Marx “Blue Comet, NYC’s
lighted tender and a NYC passenger train
with a rare, powered E-7A with silver horns
and short flags.
Classic Trains Fall 2022

36’ 2-Done Tank Cars
Prototypes hauled petroleum, chemicals
and similar liquid loads in three
compartments. In service from late 1920s to
1960s.
Features:
• Detailed underbody
• Fully assembled
• Correct 33” turned metal RP-25-wheel
sets
• Correct logos and markings
• Proto MAX metal knuckle couplers
• Available in multiple road numbers
MSRP $31.98.Expected Delivery now
These were available in the Collinwood Shop, but
the ordering deadline is now past.

“Fast Mail” – “Play Ball” Jerry Dziedzic,
pp 8 - 9
Jerry is reminded of a funny story about
NYC’s baseball score form when reading
Charles Geletzke’s story about them in the
last issue.
“Send to1100 East Main Cross St., by Dale
A. Devene, Jr. pp. 34 – 41
A photo on page 36 of the NYC Baldwin
Sharks cresting the hill coming out of
Findlay, OH. He tells of watching NYC
trains from his home there in the 1960s.
HO-Collector, 3rd Qtr. 2022

Magazines
Classic Toy Trains Oct 2022

“Mantua’s ‘The King of the Rails’ Train
Set, by Tony Cook, pp. 42 – 53
“Hot Spot for Marx” by Roger Carp, pp.
46 - 47

NYCentral Modeler

Numerous photos of NYC models and an
interesting
article
about
Mantua’s

4h Quarter 2022
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numerous models including many NYC
ones.
Classification Station pp. 54 – 58
Many photos of a Sakai metal twin door
boxcar labeled Pacemaker Freight Service,
Hudson & Pacific 7571-125 and painted in
NYC Pacemaker red and silver and
although not really HO-scale, came with
wheelsets that operate on HO track.
NMRA Magazine August 2022

“Building the DRT No. 165 in HO” by
Brook Qualman, MMR. Pp 12 – 15
Brook tells of building the NYC Detroit
River Tunnel electric locomotive from
scratch. She used two NWSL 1220 Stanton
drives, a DCC decoder, and two sound
cubes for power and sound. The resulting
model is outstanding and a beautiful
addition to her railroad and provided her
with one of her Motive Power requirements
for her qualification as an MMR.
Model Railroad Craftsman September 2022

“MRC Perspective – Budd Cars and
Doodlebugs” by David W. Richter, pp 3637

NYCentral Modeler

Interesting article on these self-propelled
cars and includes several photos of
NYCSHS member, Otto M Vondrak’s NYC
models of them.
“Pullman-Standard 40’ MDT Reefer, by
James Kindaid., pp 46 – 51
Article about NYCS owned MDT’s
Pullman-Standard built 40’ reefers.
Speculates why MDT went to P-S. for these
cars rather than build them themselves.
Model Railroader, September 2022

“30 Minutes to Better Vision”, by e. Philip
Doolittle, pp. 52 - 53
Philip suggests some ways to light your
workbench and uses two photos of a NYCS
4-6-0 for illustration.
Model Railroad News, August 2022

“Scale Trains freight cars in S and HO”, p.
16
Scale Trains announces that the MTH line
of HO-scale trains will be released again by
them starting in 2023 in their Scale Trains’
Kit Classic series. They also announce that
they have an S-scale steel caboose, two bay
hopper and an extended vision caboose
nearing release. Photos of the unpainted
and painted models are included in the
article.
4h Quarter 2022
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“Flat-out Useful Flatcars in HO from
Bachmann Trains”, by Tony Cook, pp. 62
– 65
Tony provides a good review of these HOscale Silver Series Bachman flats. The
review includes the NYC heavy duty
depressed center flat car. Photos of the car
included in the article.
Railfan & Railroad, September 2022

News
ScaleTrains Acquires Fox Valley Models
ScaleTrains recently acquired the HO- and
N-scale loco and freight car models lines
from Fox Valley Models.
Former Fox Valley owner Matt Gaudynski
moved to ScaleTrains as a senior product
developer.
An N-scale GE ES44 locomotive and Trinity
RD-4 hopper are the first models being
released by ScaleTrains.
Some NYCL Magazine photos to enjoy!!!

“Collector Corner – Collecting Railroad
Passenger Timetables” by Otto Vondrak,
pp 73-74
Article provides a description of timetables
with emphasis on the NYCS and includes
photos of a few NYCS timetables.
The Train Collectors Quarterly, July 2022

This specially built single-unit rail-defect
detector car, designed and built with the
cooperation of the Sperry Company. NYCL
Magazine, March 1932.

“Lionel Catalog Queens or Missing
Proposed Mock-Ups, Part 1, by Mike
Vitale, pp 26 – 28
In the article Mike talks about the variations
in O-gauge in the 1915 – 1926 Lionel
catalogs. He illustrates several NYC Lionel
models from that era. These include photos
of NYC caboose, light and dark brown
boxcars, and a hopper car. The photos are
all scans from original Lionel catalogs.

NYCentral Modeler

An ad from the September 1927, 130-page NYCL
magazine.

4h Quarter 2022
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Another New Exciting Book

From Grand Central to Albany
By John M. Ham

magnificent steam and early diesel photos
taken along the Water Level Route by some
of the most noted rail photographers of the
20th Century. Many of the images within
have not previously been published and
their original negatives and prints have
been graciously loaned to the author by
different Historical Societies and collectors
to scan and present to readers on the pages
within.
This 336-page volume contains not only
superb New York Central photos, but
images of connecting railroads and
industries of all sorts that were served by
the Central in one capacity or another.
There are even mining railroads that we
had known little about before doing our
extensive research.
Over the years numerous books have been
produced depicting trains along the old
New York Central Main Line between New
York City and Albany. Early ones dealt
mainly with locomotive and equipment
roster shots with some fine scenic views
tossed in here and there. More recent
publications deal with modern day diesel
and electric trains and the photo quality in
most are really good. Several fine books
have been done recently regarding the days
of Penn Central, Conrail, Amtrak, and the
MTA.

There are more than 650 images between
the covers. We hope you will be taking this
trip up the scenic Hudson Valley with us
and enjoy it as much as we have.
•

•

MSRP $79.95 NYCSHS Members $59.96

Shipping is $12.00 for US buyers and
Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax
Non-US buyers pay actual shipping
costs and must include a valid phone
number to allow shipping outside the
US.

The focus of this book on the Central’s
“Glory Years” using a multitude of
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ORDER FORM

From Grand Central to Albany

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________________________
City and State/Province:_______________________________________________________________
Country:_____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________
Phone Number or Email address(Required):_____________________________________________

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of Copies___________________

Amount Enclosed:_______________ Ohio residents add 8% sales tax.

For additional information contact us at: NYCSHS@verizon.net

Mail to:
NYCSHS, From Grand Central to Albany
P.O. Box 1597, Leesburg, VA 20177

Single Book Prices
NYCSHS
Member
$59.96

Non-Member
Price
79.95

Shipping & Handling
Cost Should be added
To All Orders
$12.00 For US only orders

Ohio
Sales Tax
Ohio Residents must add
8%

Non-Us Buyers will pay actual shipping costs and must include a valid phone number for shipment. Please
call or email us for actual shipping costs to your location before sending us a check for the book.

We accept checks for US funds only.
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NYCSHS Is Offering A Very Interesting Book

P&LE in Allegheny County
Vol 1 Pittsburgh to Esplen
By Jack Polaritz, Susanne C. Hudson, & John W. Hudson

The New York Central System Historical
Society announces the offering of a
Depot Square Publishing book for sale.

Southern (New York Central) and the
Atlantic & Great Western (Erie), 68 miles
from the Steel City.

This is the first of two planned books on the
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad in
Allegheny County. The city of Pittsburgh had
the potential to be a major industrial center
but for the freight discrimination imposed by
the Pennsylvania Railroad. Every new rail
outlet built to offer an alternative to the
Pennsy was eventually taken over by that
company. The only route left was a
narrow corridor along the Monongahela
River threading through steel mills. lead
works, glass factories, and other industries.
Pittsburgh yearned for independent rail
service but was unable to secure it until
William McCreery, John Dravo, James
Bennett, Jacob Henrici and the Harmony
Society, and others banded together to found
and construct the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.
Building on four miles of trestle work
through South Side—at times into the
Monongahela River—to get to McKees
Rocks, the P&LE eventually reached
Youngstown, OH where connections were
made with the Lake Shore & Michigan

Growing to over 200 miles of mainline, the
P&LE hauled so much tonnage in iron ore,
steel, bituminous coal, coke. oil, and
limestone that it became the largest revenue
per ton mile railroad that ever operated in
America.
This 322-page book opens with the story of
the pivotal meeting that formed the P&LE
when the founders and industrialists went to
war with each other. The result was a railroad
independent of the Pennsy and answerable
only to the needs of Pittsburgh. It is no
wonder that the line acquired the nickname
“The Little Giant.” 373 black & white
photographs, maps, engravings, and other
ephemera form the nexus of this story. Years
of research into the history of the P&LE and
the local industries and environs served to
elicit a wonderful story about the line and its
association with the region.
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Images of P&LE, motive power, rolling stock,
facilities, the South Side complex, steel mills
and other industries, the “company” villages
that housed the mill workers and their
families,
and
steamboats
on
the
Monongahela and Ohio rivers bring the story
to life. This title is printed at 175-line screen
on 80# Sterling Premium gloss paper as a
flat-backed, Smyth-sewn, oblong, laminated
hardcover with an additional protective gloss
film lamination. Factory shrink wrapped.
And as usual, the book is proudly
manufactured in the USA.
ORDER FORM

•

•
•

MSRP $74.95 NYCSHS Members
$56.21 and that is a 25% discount

Shipping is $12.00 for US buyers and
Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio Sales
Tax
If purchased in the Collinwood
Shop the shipping charge will be
added to the price for US buyers
Non-US buyers pay actual shipping
costs

P&LE In Allegheny County Vol. 1

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________________________
City and State/Province:_______________________________________________________________
Country:_____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________
Phone Number or Email address(Required):_____________________________________________

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of
Copies___________________
Amount Enclosed:_______________ Ohio residents add 8% sales tax.
For additional information contact us at: NYCSHS@verizon.net

Mail to:
NYCSHS, P&LE in Allegheny County, Vol.1
P.O. Box 1597
Leesburg, VA 20177

Single Book Prices
NYCSHS
Member
$56.21

Non-Member
Price
$74.95

Shipping & Handling
Cost
$12.00*

Ohio
Sales Tax
8%

*Must be added to your price for all books member or non-member.
Non-Us Buyers will pay actual shipping costs. They will be calculated in the Collinwood Shop.
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A Very Interesting Book
Lima Locomotive Works Vol. 1 Super-Power Steam
Locomotives (Re-release)
Soft Cover

Lima Loco Works
72 pages softcover
This reproduces 4 Lima Locomotive
Works catalogs:
Lima Super-Power Steam Locomotives:
1926 - This catalog details the benefits of
the Super-Power Steam Locomotive, a
look at the tests performed on the
engines, the operating results of the
Boston & Albany 2-8-4 Berkshires, the
Texas & Pacific 2-10-4 Texas Types and
the new Illinois Central 2-8-4 then under
construction.
Lima Super-Power Steam Locomotives:
1930- This catalog looks at the use and
performance of the Super-Power engines
built for the Boston & Albany (2-8-4
Berkshires), Texas & Pacific (2-10-4
Texas Types), Illinois Central (2-8-4
Berkshires), Erie (2-8-4 Berkshires),
Boston & Maine (2-8-4 Berkshires) and
the components used in Super-Power
Steam Locomotives.

Lima Locomotive Works Bulletin No.
102. This is a brief look at some of the
Super-Power Steam Locomotives built
by Lima.
Includes photos and
specifications of the locomotives.
Lima Locomotive Works Bulletin No. R2. This bulletin shows a variety of Lima
Locomotives from small switchers to
larger 4-8-2s, 2-8-2 and 2-10-2s.
•

•
•

MSRP $35.00 NYCSHS Members $28.00
and that is a 20% discount

Shipping is $10.00 for US buyers and
Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio Sales
Tax
If purchased in the Collinwood
Shop the shipping charge will be
added to the price for US buyers
Non-US buyers pay actual shipping
costs
25

ORDER FORM

Lima Locomotive Works Vol. 1

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________________________
City and State/Province:_______________________________________________________________
Country:_____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________
Phone Number or Email address(Required):_____________________________________________

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of
Copies___________________
Amount Enclosed:_______________ Ohio residents add 8% sales tax.
For additional information contact us at: NYCSHS@verizon.net

Mail to:
Lima Locomotive Works, Vol.1
P.O. Box 1597
Leesburg, VA 20177

Single Book Prices
NYCSHS
Member
$28.00

Non-Member
Price
$35.00

Shipping & Handling
Cost
$10.00*

Ohio
Sales Tax
8%

*Must be added to your price for all books member or non-member.
Non-Us Buyers will pay actual shipping costs. They will be calculated in the Collinwood Shop.
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Another Set of Exciting Books
Railroads of New York's
Capital District

This book of 128 pages with over 200
illustrations begins with a look at the pioneer
railroads in the area. New York's Capital
District became an important railroad hub very
early. There were railroads built headed in
every direction and this makes this book very
interesting beginning with the first chapter.
The second chapter covers Albany and vicinity
with information and photos of the NYC's West
Albany shops, the Albany Union Station and
the railroads that served Albany's industrial
area.

Railroad Atlas – New
York’s Capital Region

This atlas of railroads in New York's Capital
Region (Albany, Schenectady, Troy, Saratoga
Springs, Mechanicville, Colonie, Green Island,
Rotterdam Junction, etc.) has 180 full color,
high quality maps printed on glossy paper for
easy viewing. An index aids in finding specific
maps, and a detailed description of them is
given on each page.

The Troy area is covered with a look at Troy's
Union Station and coverage of the railroad
traffic through the heart of the city.

Maps cover the years 1840 to 2019, emphasizing
the late 1800s and early 1900s at the peak of
railroading. Detailed maps include the West
Albany Shops, Colonie Shops, Green Island
Shops, Rensselaer Shops, John Street Shops,
Bull Run Yard, Selkirk Yard, Mechanicville
Yard, Adams Street Yard, and the union
stations of Albany, Troy, Schenectady, and
Saratoga Springs. Smaller communities are also
shown, such as the covered turntable at Salem,
the yard at Ravena, the maze of tracks at Green
Island, and the facilities at Rotterdam Junction.

The final chapter reviews many of the historic
locations and facilities that have long passed
into railroad memory. This book preserves
many of these and is a very interesting and
enjoyable read for NYC fans.

Several large industries that extensively
utilized the railroads were added, such as
General Electric, Schenectady Locomotive
Works, International Paper, the Port of Albany,
and the factories in North Albany/Menands.

Coverage of Schenectady includes info and
photos of the GE works, ALCo's locomotive
facilities where NYC locos were built, Albany
Union Station, and Rotterdam Junction where
NYC and B&A interchanged.

Available now. Order yours today!!!
MSRP $28.99 NYCSHS Members' Price $23.19
and that is 20% off with mailing!
Mailing is included & Ohio residents pay 8%
Ohio Sales Tax

Available now. Order yours today!!!
MSRP $60.95 NYCSHS Members' Price $49.96
and that is with mailing!
Mailing is included and Ohio residents add 8%
Ohio Sales Tax

Use This Form For US Orders Only!!
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Golden Age Of Railroads in
New York’s Capital District

Order Form
Golden Age of Railroads of New York’s
Capital District
No. Of Copies: _____$27.56____________
Railroad Atlas – New York Capital Region
No. Of Copies: _____$49.96____________
Railroads of New York’s Capital District
No. Of Copies: _____$23.19____________

The Golden Age of Railroads in New York’s Capital
District describes the exciting history of rail
transportation in the Capital Region of New
York State during the height of operations from
the late 1800s to mid-1900s. Included are
detailed descriptions of the local yards and
shops of three interstate systems, the towns and
industries served, and the effect that the electric
street railways had on the steam railroads and
life in general.
More than 100 vintage photographs and maps.
Several appendices help readers comprehend
just how massive the railroad industry was in
the Capital District.
Vintage photographs include layouts of the
West Albany yard in the late 1800s and in 1920,
the floor plan of the Saratoga trolley station,
multiple photos of the three largest stations
(Albany, Schenectady, Troy), multiple maps
show the railroads photos of all the principal
yards in the area, photos of the railroads
serving industries, and previously unpublished
photos of steam locomotives and trolleys as
they served the Capital District.
The book features early photographs by the late
Joseph Smith, provided by his grandson
Kenneth Bradford. The Golden Age of
Railroads in New York’s Capital District: 161
pages, 8½ X 11, perfect bound soft cover.

Available now. Order yours today!!!
MSRP $32.95 NYCSHS Members' Price
$27.56 and that is with mailing!
Mailing is Included and Ohio residents add
Ohio Sales Tax

Name: _______________________________
Address: _____________________________
City and State/
Province:_____________________________
Country: _____________________________
Zip/Mail Code: _______________________
Phone #: _____________________Required
email Address: _______________________
Required
NYCSHS Membership #________________
Required For Discount
Amount Enclosed: $___________________
Ohio residents be sure to include 8% Ohio
sales tax

Mail to: NYCSHS, Tim Starr Books
P.O. Box 1597, Leesburg, VA 20177
This form is for US orders only. To
order for delivery outside the US go
to the Collinwood Shop at
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/

We accept checks for US funds
only.

Use This Form For US Orders Only!!
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NYCSHS Announces Another New Exciting Book

Know Thy Late Mohawks
By Tom Gerbracht
•

Written by Tom Gerbracht, NYCSHS
Director and former President
Limited production run, hard cover,
using the best paper stock and
outstanding photo reproduction, and
sewn binding for permanency
Very limited quantity of numbered
and signed copies available as a
separate store item

•

•

The New York Central System
Historical Society announces the final
book of the Central’s steam power
triumvirate.
This hard cover book
completes the documentation of the
New York Central’s Mohawk class, the
L-3 and L-4 Mohawks.
•

•
•
•

Detailed history of the late Mohawk
design of 1940, and the final L-4
design of 1942, using official railroad
records and drawings, and profusely
illustrated using an outstanding
collection
of
high-quality
photographs from the Society’s
Collection and other collections,
many previously unpublished
Over 300 pages and photographs,
including a 32-page color section
Informative captions
Useful to modelers and historians

The book describes and illustrates the
original late Mohawk design, and the
evolution of the basic design that
resulted in the L-4 Mohawk, perhaps
the best dual service two-cylinder
steam
locomotive
design
ever
developed. Included is a separate
section on late Mohawk tenders, one of
the secrets of the Mohawk’s success.
Oddities are identified, and the final
days of late Mohawk operation are also
fully documented, including last runs.
The late Mohawk design is compared
with contemporary steam designs used
by other railroads in the Central’s
service area.
•
•

All proceeds donated to the NYCSHS
MSRP $89.99 NYCSHS Members
$71.99

•

Limited number of signed and
numbered copies $250.00
Shipping is $12.00 for US buyers
and Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio
Sales Tax

•

Non-US buyers pay actual shipping
costs

Dealer Inquires Welcome at Treasurer@NYCSHS.org
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ORDER FORM

Know Thy Late Mohawks

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________________________
City and State/Province:_______________________________________________________________
Country:_____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________
Phone Number or Email address(Required):_____________________________________________

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of
Copies___________________
Signed & Numbered Copies__________________

Amount Enclosed:_______________ Ohio residents add 8% sales tax.

For additional information contact us at: Treasurer@NYCSHS.org

Mail to:
NYCSHS, Know Thy Late Mohawks
P.O. Box 1597
Leesburg, VA 20177-1597

Single Book Prices
NYCSHS
Member
$71.99

Non-Member
Price
89.99

Shipping & Handling
Cost
$12.00

Ohio
Sales Tax
8%

Limited number of signed and numbered copies: $250.00
Non-Us Buyers will pay actual shipping costs. They will be calculated in the Collinwood Shop.

Limited Edition Signed Copy
Members price & non-member price: $250 plus $10.00 S&H – Ohio residents add 8% Ohio
Sales Tax Non-US Buyers must pay actual shipping costs. For mail in orders send email to:
Treasurer@NYCSHS.org for shipping cost.
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NYCSHS Announces a New Exciting Book

Know Thy Early Mohawks
By Tom Gerbracht

standard freight hauler on the railroad and
lasted into 1957, the very end of the
railroad’s steam operations. The Mohawk
type locomotive was the third type of the
famous New York Central steam
triumvirate,
consisting
of
Hudsons,
Mohawks, and Niagaras. The large quantity
of 600 Mohawks operated by the Central,
and their long service life, requires two
books to adequately describe and
document the Mohawk type. The final book
describing the triumvirate, consisting of
“late” Mohawks, is on schedule for release
in 2020.

•

•

•
•
•
•

Detailed history of NYC Early
Mohawks (1916 - 1930) from official
Railroad Record Cards and official
NYC drawings
Over 250 pages and 200 photographs,
many previously unpublished, data,
drawings and a 32-page color section
Written by Tom Gerbracht, NYCSHS
director and former president
Hard cover with complete Early
Mohawks' history
Limited publication run
Very limited quantity of numbered and
signed copies available as a separate
store item

This hard cover book completely
documents the New York Central’s early
Mohawks, built in the period 1916 through
1930. The early Mohawks became the

Know Thy Early Mohawks describes the
original landmark design and its evolution
through the L-2D class of 1930. The design
is compared with predecessor freight
locomotives used by the Central and
contemporary Mountain types used by
other major railroads. The book contains
over 200 high quality photographic images,
many previously unpublished, and data,
drawings, and documentation from the
official New York Central files that will be
useful to modelers and historians. A 32page color section is included.
Available in Collinwood Shop
MSRP $79.95 NYCSHS Members $63.96
Shipping is $12.00 for US buyers
and Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax
Non-US buyers pay actual shipping
costs

Dealer Inquires Welcome at Treasurer@NYCSHS.org
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ORDER FORM

Know Thy Early Mohawks

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________

Address:_____________________________________________________________________________

City and State/Province:_______________________________________________________________

Country:_____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________

Phone Number or Email address(Required)_____________________________________________

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of Copies___________________

Amount Enclosed:_______________ Ohio residents add 8% sales tax.

For additional information contact us at: Treasurer@NYCSHS.org

Mail to:
NYCSHS, Know Thy Early Mohawks
P.O. Box 1597
Leesburg, VA 20177-1597

Single Book Prices
Shipping & Handling
NYCSHS
Non-Member
Ohio
Cost
Member
Price
Sales Tax
$12.00
$63.95
$79.95
8%
Non-Us Buyers will pay actual shipping costs. They will be calculated in the Collinwood Shop.

Limited Edition Signed Copy
Members price & non-member price: $250 plus $10.00 S&H – Ohio residents add 8% Ohio Sales
Tax Non-US Buyers must pay actual shipping costs. For mail in orders send email to:
Treasurer@NYCSHS.org for shipping cost.

Dealer Inquires Welcome at Treasurer@NYCSHS.org
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Gentlemen,
The
website rrmagazine.org has
been
updated to list both the Headlight and
Modeler. If you click on one of the issues,
you will see where it will take you to the
Collinwood Shop for purchase of the
Headlight collection or to the Modeler page
where you can download the recent issues
and follow links to the collection.
https://www.rrmagazineindex.org/maga
zines.php

Thanks to Robert McQueen, NYCSHS
Director, for to making this a reality.
Seth Lakin, NYCSHS Director

Editor’s note: This website allows people to
browse several railroad magazines indexes to
locate articles of interest.
It includes both the Central Headlight and the
NYCentral Modeler and provides links to the
Collinwood Shop allowing people to purchase
current and past Central Headlights.

Some H5 Mikados look like they have Bakertype valve gear; is this correct?
Signed, Nikolaus Bautista
Nikolaus,
The best resource for you would be the
NYCSHS' Steam Locomotives of the New York
Central Lines, Vol.1. It is available in digital
form from the NYCSHS' on-line
Collinwood Shop.
This volume covers only Line East (former
NYC&HS and B&A) locomotives but
identifies many H-5's that were sold by the
NYC to Georgia Car and Locomotive and
subsequently sold to the Atlanta & St.
Andrews Bay Railroad in the late 1930s and
early 1940s. One example is H-5q 1350,
which was sold to GC&L in March of 1937
and became A&St.AB 402.

It also allows people to connect with the
NYCSHS website to view issues of the
NYCentral Modeler that reside there.

To answer your second question, H-5
engines in subclasses up through "S" were
built
with
Walschaerts
valve
gear. Locomotives in subclasses T, U, and
V were built with Baker gear.

Hello,

Rich Stoving, NYCSHS Director Emeriti

My name is Nikolaus Bautista, and I am
writing to you to inquire about a locomotiveby-locomotive roster of the H5 class of
locomotives, detailing the dispositions of
each of the machines. I'm interested in
modeling a locomotive that would have been
retired by the New York Central in the 1930s
and would like to cross-reference numbers. I
know quite a few found use on shortlines and
small Class 1s in the South, and that's where
this idea is rooted in. Also, one more question:
NYCentral Modeler

Noel,
I received the NYCentral Modeler
magazine, and my family thinks my
article is great. Thank you for the
opportunity to be published.

Hank Falken, Author – Creating a
1908 NYC (Big Four) Caboose in FScale 3rd Qtr. 2022

4th Quarter 2022
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Noel,

Noel,

Thanks for the email attachment of
digital version of the Central
Headlight. Due to my impairment of
vision, I have a very large screen on my
computer, and it is easy for me to
read. Thanks again.

Wow! That is a beautiful switcher on

Hank Falken
Noel,

Just got the latest issue of the NYCentral
Modelers magazine and I'm happy to heap
praise (could be worse, you know) on you.
I particularly enjoyed Seth's article on the
NW-2's and the F scale caboose. Great stuff!
BTW, do you have a handy look-up for my
member number. I know I have it
somewhere, just can't lay my hands on it.
Steve Lasher, NYCSHS Member/Author
P.S., Well, now you've got my feet to the fire.
I guess I'm going to have to get to work on
the scrapbook article. I'd kind of set it aside
trying to get the September NYCSHS Mini .
presentation going.
Steve,
Thank you for the kind words about our
magazine. Your member number can be
found on your membership card, on the
mailing label on your Central Headlights, but
I have enclosed it for you.
Thanks, Noel

the cover of the current magazine! So
realistic looking!
Doug Leffler, NYCSHS Member
Doug,

Seth does some wonderful modeling and
his photo of the NW2 on the cover of the 3rd
Qtr. 2022 edition was very realistic looking.
Thanks, Noel
Noel,
The Collinwood Shop store says the US
version of the Four Tracks Through The
Mohawk Valley book is more expensive than
the non-US version. Is this correct?
Thanks, Robert Hans
Robert,
The US item has a fixed shipping charge of
$15.00. If you select the non-US one, it will
add a charge for shipping that is more than
the $15.00. That item is for non-US orders
only.
Don’t forget to log in to get the NYCSHS
member discount and you will get the
correct charge.
Thanks, Noel
Hi,
Is the MTH O-gauge NYC caboose still
available; I can’t find it in the Collinwood
Shop?
Bob Anthonyson

NYCentral Modeler
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Bob,

Matt,

The order date has passed.

Great. How about some more NYCS locos
and rolling stock?

Thanks, Noel
(Editor’s note: Each item that has an order
suspense date is so noted at the bottom of
the offering.)
Hi Noel, David,
Can you put me in contact with someone
that may know this for sure? I was
planning to put NYC LINES on the front of
both of our Vandy Hudson models.
A customer wrote today, and he thinks it
changed to NYC system when it got the
disc drivers. I have two photos that would
indicate he’s correct, but I don’t know for
sure. Do you guys know? Or do you
know anyone that would know for sure?
Thanks for your help!
Best Regards,
Matt Williamson
Broadway Limited Imports
Matt,
He is correct. Oval was changed to System
when disk drivers were applied. Verified
with our steam expert, Rich Stoving.

Thanks, Noel
To members who ordered the Vanderbilt
NYC Hudson several years ago.
A few years again you made a deposit on this
locomotive with the NYCSHS Collinwood
Shop. The locos are being produced and
Broadway is requiring we place the orders
with them now for the locos.
The deposit was non-refundable, so you need
to go to the Collinwood Shop and place your
final order and pay the remainder of the cost
for this model.
Your order must be placed by Nov 15, or it
cannot be ordered, and you will lose your
deposit.
To do this you need to go to NYCSHS.net and
then to the “Pre-Order Final Payments”
under “CATEGORY" on the left side of the
page. Once there selected the model you
want as they come in two versions.
DON’T FORGET TO SIGN IN THE GET THE
MEMBERS’ DISCOUNT PRICE.

Thanks, Noel

Thanks, Noel
Noel Widdifield
Business Manager/Treasurer

Noel,

Hello Noel,

Thank you! I’ll make that change now

Please use my deposit as a contribution to
NYCHS. No need to wait until November 15.
Did I place my reservation in 2013? Or before?

Matt Williamson

NYCentral Modeler
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Please check how many are ordered by Barry
Boyce member L1805.

Regardless, I will not be purchasing this
locomotive. The BLI Commodore Vanderbilt
steam locomotive probably runs extremely
well and is accurate to prototype, as typical
of BLI. BUT I have too many other model
railroad projects in process. And stating the
obvious, the locomotive mechanism was
already tooled “good enough", so injection
molds and painting fixtures takes 8 YEARS?
Better “late” than never….

I want a lower price, not available in HO scale
DCC Sound locomotives. How about a NYC
H-5 2-8-2 straight boiler locomotive on the
existing excellent Broadway Limited USRA
heavy 2-8-2 chassis? How about an “ALCO”
12000 / 16000-gallon tender and the smaller
common NYC tender….and a NYC K-3
locomotive on the existing Broadway
Limited USRA 4-6-2 chassis? (with or
without a valve gear conversion kit) (with or
without separate sand dome etc. parts)
(undecorated or decorated)…. MY 12-YEAROLD GRANDSON HAS HIS SECOND 3-D
PRINTER WHICH CAME WITH FILES TO
MAKE N SCALE FREIGHT CARS. In my
opinion, NYCSHS resources could be better
utilized for low volume. Lower cost “good
enough” NTC steam locomotives.

Another Hudson is not high on my priority
list. How about a 20th Century Limited
heavyweight air-conditioned train to go with
the Commodore Vanderbilt locomotive? By
the way, I built the Walthers 1968 limited
edition eight car 1928 wood-and-metal
heavyweight passenger train (40 hours per
car). Many years ago, Best In Show at an
Albany NUCHS annual meeting.
Something for you and the Board of Directors
to think about,

NYCentral Modeler

P.S. I bet several people have Mantua 2-8-2’s
converted to NYC H-7’s. I did this when I was
a teenager in the 1960’s. Basically, grind off
the Worthington feed water heater, and
change to Commonwealth trucks on the
tender (ex- Hudson tender). If it was NYCS
that had an article pointing out the Mantua
stack and cylinders are undersize but can be
replaced (Bowser NYC K-14 parts), can you
re-run the article in NYCentral Modeler?
Thanks, Barry
Barry,
You did place the order for one of the
Hudsons. Sorry to hear that you no longer
wish to purchase it.

Your wish list for locos is impressive, but I am
afraid that getting manufacturers to offer
NYC steam is an impossible task. Not for
want of trying to make it happen, as we have
done for the past 11 years, I have been a
director.
For a manufacturer to offer a steam loco in
NYC livery, they need to have pre-orders for
many more locos than we can guarantee. I am
afraid the NYC modelers are just not
sufficient to interest manufacturers.

Diesels are more likely to be offered as they
are basically the same for many railroads and
therefore, have many more potential buyers
for a model.

Thank you for your donation and I can assure
you the NYCSHS Board would very much like
to pursue some of your suggestions, but we
have before and there are just no
manufacturers who are interested in offering
one of a kind (NYC) steam locomotives.
4th Quarter 2022
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In the future, 3-D printing may offer an
opportunity for making these limited run
locomotives, but the NYCSHS Board can only
encourage manufactures to do that. We are
not capable of doing that ourselves.
Thanks, Noel

Editor’s note: Barry is one of six members
who pre-ordered one of these locomotives and
did not respond with a final order.
Our policy has change on pre-orders in the
seven years since Broadway Limited offered
this Hudson for pre-orders.
At that time, we only required a $25.00 deposit
on locos and over the past seven years we have
had several members fail to complete the final
payment for these. So, several years ago we
upped the deposit on locos to $200.00 and that
has solved the problem of buyers who preorder and don’t complete the final payment
leaving us with unsold locos.
Fortunately for us, with this model, Broadway
Limited cancelled all pre-orders and asked for
buyers to place the orders again so we were
not required to pay for the six models that
were pre-ordered and not paid for with a final
payment. Most manufactures require that we
buy all that have been pre-ordered leaving us
with unsold models that we end of discounting
sometimes at prices below our cost.
Hi Noel,
I hope you’re having a good weekend. Last
weekend at the NMRA Indy Junction I
met/heard Seth Lakin and John Greene give
their clinics.
I received your flyer in the mail and would
you please ask all who have spelled my last
NYCentral Modeler

name with two S please correct it in the
system. It’s spelled Weis - - appreciate it.
Thanks, and take care, Russ Weis
Russ,
I think I have found all the places it was
misspelled and have corrected them. The
MailChimp that has already been sent out
can’t be fixed since it is already out there, but
I have corrected the master so it will be
correct when it goes out again.
I am very sorry for the mistake. Somehow it
got into the system misspelled and I have
corrected it everywhere I found it wrong.
Thanks, Noel

Noel,
Oh my, that was fast - - thank you so much
Noel - - you didn’t have to do that on a
weekend.

I know how it is, once those darn electrons
have their minds made up, it’s hard to fix
everything.

Take care, Russ

Dear Mr. Widdifield:
I had heard some time ago about the Sliver
Rails Book being sold out and then I
thought I heard about a second printing - I
guess not. Do you think there will be
another printing in the future? I guess I just
will need to keep my eyes open - might
come across one at the show or
store. Anyways thank you, and best wishes
for a continued good summer!
Sincerely yours, Carl W. Trainor
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Carl,
The book sold out shortly after it came out.
We do not do second printings of our books
as we cannot do that financially as a second
printing would require printing more
additional books than we could sell.
You can probably find a copy on one of the
internet sites that sell used books.
Thanks, Noel
Hello Noel,
I don’t believe I have ever sent you pictures
of the Rexall locomotive finished and running.
Here are a few shots from late last year. I am
presently rebuilding the shroud and tender
for the Commodore Vanderbilt and hope to
have the engine done and painted by late fall.
I will send a few pictures of that too when I
get home. I may write up a little article of its
rebuild too.
Steve Bratina
Steve,
We have enjoyed all your previous articles of
your other beautiful locomotives and look
forward to an article on the Rexall one.
Thanks, Noel

Hey Noel,
I took a quick look through the Modeler
earlier today, and noticed that the Rapido E8
got listed under N scale locomotives (page
16), which should be listed under HO. As
awesome as it would be if Rapido does the E8
in N scale, they haven't announced such a
project yet. ;-)
Thanks, Brian Marotta
Brian,
Rapido has not announced an N-scale E-8.
Your editor just put the announcement in the
wrong place. It is HO-scale.
Thanks, Noel

NYCentral Modeler
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3 Qtr. 2022 NYCentral
Modeler Mystery Photo
rd

Pete,
Drover cabooses were a typical caboose but
had additional quarters for a drover, an
attendant who rode along with livestock
shipments. The NYC did not have any that I
know of.
However, the NYC did have cars that were
outwardly similar to some of the western
roads’ drover’s cabooses but were used for a
different purpose.

This is a Harrington Multiple Spindle Drill
made by Vandyck Churchill Co., Singer
Building, New York, New York, and we got no
guesses as to its identity. This is from an ad
in the New York Central Lines Magazine and
there was no additional information about it.
If anyone has an idea about how it was used,
please send me the information. So, look for
the Mystery Photo in the “Extra Board”
section of this issue and send guesses.
nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org
Unfortunately, no one responded with a
guess as to the identity of this piece of
equipment. Hopefully, we will have some
responses to this issue’s Mystery Photo.
Hi Noel,

Did the New York Central have a Drover
Caboose? My op session will be on 10/1, if
you will be available
Best regards,
Pete LaGuardia
Western Illinois Division
of the New York Central
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In 1943 the NYC rebuilt a total of 25 1910 era
36-foot steel frame boxcars into crew rider
cars. These cars were used as cabooses for
mail and express trains. These cars were
classified as passenger cars and had steam
and communication lines just like any other
passenger equipment.

Inside were items you would find in your
typical caboose like a coal stove, table and
seats, a toilet and wash basin. One thing
lacking were bunks as the rider cars would
be used on the train the entire trip across the
system and crews would change at regular
passenger train crew change points.
Seth Lakin, NYCSHS Director,
NYCSHS Modelers Committee

Chair

(Overland Models made one in brass at one time.
Not evident in B&W photo is that some were
painted Pacemaker (Pullman) Green. Editor)
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The NYCSHS has been steadily
increasing its social media presence as a
way to provide contact opportunities
with society members and nonmembers alike.
Our first incursion into social media was
our Facebook page, which currently has
over 6,000 followers/likes.
It has
provided an opportunity for NYC fans
to ask questions, share stories and
photos with visitors.
This month we are pleased to announce
the introduction of our Instagram
account, a place for sharing photos and
descriptions of everything we are doing.
Several members of our Modeling
Committee now have their own
Instagram accounts where followers can
stay updated on project progress.
It’s easy to follow us from your
computer, tablet or mobile phone. Just
open your Instagram account using
your email address and mobile phone
number for added security. Search by
page name and click follow.

Download the Instagram app to your
phone, set up your account and join the
fun.

NYCentral Modeler
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If you shop on Amazon you can donate to NYCSHS
with every purchase you make!!

How to sign up for AmazonSmile to Contribute to the NYCSHS

AmazonSmile is a way for members to support the NYCSHS every time they
shop with Amazon.
Shoppers who start at smile.amazon.com will find the same Amazon they know
and love, with the added bonus that Amazon will donate a portion of the price of
eligible purchases to the NYCSHS.
Signing Up is Easy!!
Here is how to shop AmazonSmile and donate to NYCSHS with each purchase:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Visit smile.amazon.com
Sign in with your Amazon.com credentials
Chose the NYCSHS to received donations
Select NYCSHS
Start shopping
Add a bookmark for smile.amazon.com to make it even easier to return and
start shopping at AmazonSmile

We are not promoting Amazon, but if you use if for shopping, why not donate to
the NYCSHS as it costs you nothing and helps us a lot!!
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Trix NYC Standard Caboose Upgrade
Article by Chuck Beargie
I have had one of the Trix NYC “Standard”
cabooses since they were first released, but
until recently did not do much with it. Like
many others, I was somewhat disappointed
in the model. I have a factory painted brass
model that is more accurate, so I have used
it instead.
With my recent retirement and relocation
to Kansas City, all my rolling stock was
packed for the move. Although I have been
in KC now for over half a year, most of my
modeling efforts have been in getting my
layout back up and running (reference my
other articles published in the NYCentral
Modeler Magazine). Most of my trains are
still in boxes. Rather than just rushing in
and unpacking them, I have decided to take
one type of car at a time and thin them out.
I know, it would have been better to do this
before the move, but I did not have the time
then. The first car type I decided to tackle
was the cabooses. Of the eight I had on
hand, I decided to keep five and put the
other three into a “Surplus” box for future
disposition. One of the five I decided to
keep was the Trix model. An inquiry email
to Noel regarding any article on this model
led me to ongoing communications with
Seth Lakin from the NYCSHS modeling
committee. Seth provided me a wealth of
information regarding the Trix model and
the ‘standard’ cabooses in general. In
gratitude for this service, I promised to
write this article.
The references I used were:
- Mainline Modeler April 1988 issue has a
nice six-page article regarding NYC
cabooses that includes prototype and
modeling information including painting
and lettering.
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Photos by Chuck except as noted
- Model Railroader April 2004 issue has
prototype data and drawings of the NYC
19000 “standard” caboose.
- Model Railroader February 2005 issue has a
review of the Trix model of the NYC 19000
“standard” caboose, and a Workshop
article by Terry Thompson on how to fix
some of the various discrepancies.
- NYCentral Modeler Magazine 1st Quarter
2015 article by Seth Lakin on building the
AMB kit.
I generally followed the guidance of the MR
Workshop article but did deviate in some
areas as I will note as I go along.
The too-tall smokejack is one of the more
prominent discrepancies and one of the
easiest to fix. I unhooked the end ladders
from the roof and carefully pried the roof
off the body.

Roof walk and top of ladder removed from
roof- Note tabs on roof.

I found that there are four tabs along each
side that hook into the body. Two are near
each end of the cupola and the other two
about the same distances from the other
end. Once the roof is off, I unbent the ends
of the guy wires that come through the roof
Guy wires
inside of roof.
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The smokejack is just press fit into the roof;
I just pulled it out .

I threaded the guy wires back through their
holes in the roof, and then press fit the
bottom tab of the smokejack into its hole in
the roof. I bent the guy wires over inside the
roof and trimmed them leaving about 1/8”.
I applied a small dab of thin CA to the hole
on the inside of the roof, making sure the
smokejack was vertical.

Original smokejack removed from roof.

The hole in the roof is a blind hole, so with
a small drill I drilled through to the inside
of the roof so that I could later apply glue
from inside the roof.
I cut the smokejack about a 1/16” below the
upper collar, and then filed this area below
the collar into a rectangular tab
(approximately .050” x .065”) like the
original bottom of the smokejack. I made
sure to have the long dimension of the tab
90 degrees to the “T” at the top of the
smokejack (and in line with the guy wires.

Guy wires trimmed and spot of CA inside of
roof.

Smokejack re-installed on roof.

Smokejack shortened and base tab formed

NYCentral Modeler

The roof walk running boards on the model
are five boards wide where the prototype
has four. The Workshop article states that
he replaced them with .020 thick V-groove
styrene. I chose to go a different route. The
running boards are just press fit to the roof
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Trix NYC Standard Caboose Upgrade
with small studs. I pried the long and short
roof walk castings off the roof, leaving the
walks
around
the
cupola
alone.

Roof walks removed from roof.

I cut off the small 3-board section that
aligns with the end ladders and filed and
sanded the cut smooth on the small 3-board
piece. I then cut off the fifth board from the
other four, cutting off the board that had
adjoined the small 3-board piece. I filed and
sanded the new outside edge of the fourboard piece smooth. I also removed the
mounting studs on the bottom of the pieces
as they would no longer be in the correct
location.

Roof walks cut into three pieces: short and long
4-board strips, two short 3-board strips for
above the end ladders, and a short and long 1board strip waste. The locating studs on the
bottoms were removed flush, and the cut edges
filed smooth. Pieces of the waste strips were
later used to board up the cupula center
windows.
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With a toothpick I applied a very small
amount of plastic tube cement to the top of
each roof walk support and glued the now
four-board roof walks in place. I made sure
I had the correct ends of the roof walks at
the ends of the roof, by matching the cross
connectors on the roof walks with the roof
supports. I also made sure the roof walks
were centered down the center of the roof.
I did not remount the small 3-board pieces
yet, as they could get in the way of reinstalling the tops of the end ladders to the
roof.

Long roof walk re-installed.

This does create a little bit larger gap
between the now 4-board roof walks and
the roof walks around the cupola.
However, my layout is almost at eye level
and thus the gap is not that noticeable.
The Trix couplers are not body mounted
and not mounted to the trucks either. They
are mounted on their own drawbar that
swivels around the bolster. It is quite a
complex system that might be good for
long passenger cars that would need the
extra swing, but I am not sure how it would
help a short car like this caboose. I have
used this caboose for switching on my
layout without any performance issues. But
I don’t do any heavy pushing on my small
layout. I could have just left the couplers as
is, but I thought that if I was already going
to do this much work on this caboose, I
would address the couplers also.
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So, I went forward with removing the Trix
coupler system. I removed the truck screws
and trucks and set them aside. I removed
the four very tiny screws at the ends of the
bolsters and the two screws inside the car
on the floor and saved them in a small parts
container so I would not lose them. I pried
the underframe at one end away from the
floor and slid the coupler drawbar out to
where I could unhook the coil spring. The
spring falls into the spaces between the
floors. By jiggling it around and using
tweezers I fished it out. I repeated the same
at the other end of the car.

Trucks, couplers, and coupler drawbars
removed.

The Workshop article describes fabricating
a styrene mounting pad that mounts to the
car with a single 2-56 screw through the
floor inside the end wall of the caboose, and
then the Kadee coupler box glued to the
pad. I started down this path, had both
pads fabricated and 2-56 holes drilled and
tapped when I noticed something.

Coupler mounting pads; not used.

two holes revealing two plastic bosses with
dimples in them.

Yellow arrow shows location of plastic bosses.
These are perfectly positioned for the ears on
Kadee #5 draft gear boxes.

The location and spacing of these holes
looked very familiar, and sure enough, they
match the two ears on the sides of a Kadee
#5 gear box. I don’t think this a coincidence
and that Trix may have been looking at this
method to mount the couplers.
So instead of the Workshop methodology, I
went forward with directly mounting the
Kadee gear boxes. I drilled through each of
the plastic bosses with a .050” drill and
tapped them a 0-80 tap. The holes do go
through the top surface of the caboose end
platforms, but this will be hidden with
some paint and chalk later. I then mounted
Kadee #5 gear boxes with Kadee #24 short
plastic underset couplers using .20” long 080 cap head screws. The screws were a little
long and projected above the floor of the
end platforms.
I solved this by putting a washer under the
head of each screw.

At the ends of the stamped metal floor
piece near each end of the caboose were

NYCentral Modeler
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The screw heads and washers were
touched up with flat black paint and now
blend into the undercarriage.

Kadee #5’s installed with 0-80 screws and
washers.

The two spots on the floor of the end
platforms were touched up with paint.

Coupler mounting screws touched up with
black paint.

I reinstalled the four small screws on the
end of the bolsters and the two on the floor
inside of the car.

Coupler mounting screws show through and
are about flush with end platform floor.

One of the details that is not mentioned in
any of the reviews of the Trix model is that
on the car sides under the road number it is
lettered “HUDSON DIVISION”. The
pictures with the review article in the April
2005 MR show this, but in the pictures for
the Workshop article it is gone. The author
does not mention removing it. I am
modeling a branch line in Ohio, and I don’t
think there would be a Hudson Div.
caboose on the line. This lettering had to go.

End platform floor after paint touchup.

I was afraid to try any chemical method for
fear of removing some of the other
lettering. I started by very lightly sanding it
with very fine 400 grit paper. This removed
it from the tops of the siding but left some
in the grooves. I then went after it with a
sharp dental pick scaping it out of the
grooves. This got most of it but left some
fines in the grooves. I then masked the
lettering above it with a post-it-note and
used a very fine steel wire brush stroking
only downwards in line with the grooves
The remains were then hidden by a thin
wash of red paint. (Photos - next page)

NYCentral Modeler
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snapped into their positions and not a
problem.
As per the Workshop article I removed the
four side grab irons and the four end wall
grab irons. I trimmed about 1/32” from the
ends. The cut ends were rotated full circle
in the smooth jaws of a needle nose pliers.
This assured that there were no projecting
burrs and it removed some of the paint for
a better fit to the factory mounting holes. I
then reinstalled them with only about a .02
gap to the caboose walls.
“Hudson Division” lettering removed by
sanding and wire brush.

The end railing on the right is factory, the one
on the left is as trimmed and remounted.
“Hudson Division” lettering area after paint
touchup.

As I was working on the car body with the
roof off, I noticed that the window glazing
casting for the center window on each side
was always loose.

The four grabs adjacent to the end doors
(that are incorrectly horizontal instead of
vertical) were removed. A .020” hole was
drilled at the correct distance above the
factory hole closest to the door and the
grabs reinstalled.

Center window
glazing loose
inside of car body.

I applied a small dab of canopy glue with a
toothpick to affix it in place. The other
window glazing castings seem to be firmly
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End wall grab irons remounted vertical, and
the old holes filled with styrene rod.
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They did not need to be trimmed as both
holes go through to the inside of the car.
The now empty outer holes were drilled
.026” to match some styrene rod that I had
on hand. I also shaved off the raised
nut/bolt detail at these holes. Short pieces
of the .026” rod were welded into the holes
and allowed to set overnight.

End wall grab irons after paint touchup.

End wall grab irons remounted vertical, and
the old holes filled with styrene rod.

They were then trimmed flush, sanded
smooth and touched up with paint. Along
with the touch up I also painted these grabs
the same color as the caboose body. In most
of the pictures I have seen, these grabs seem
to be the same color as the caboose and not
yellow as Trix painted them. (Photo top
right)

I replaced the Trix trucks with Kadee #581
Bettendorf T-Section caboose trucks.
Besides removing the Trix trucks also
remove the two screws inside the caboose
on the floor. They are in line with the
bolster mounting holes from underneath
and will get in the way of the next step. Tap
the bolster mounting hole with a 2-56 tap
about 1/4" deep. Remove the centering
bushing from the 2-56 screw that comes
with the Kadee trucks and cut it level with
the points of the wedges. Assemble the
shortened bushing onto a shorter 1/4" long
2-56 screw.

The original Kadee truck mounting screw and
bushing are on the left. The shortened bushing
on a shorter (1/4” long) screw are on the right.

NYCentral Modeler
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Use this assembly with the shorter screw
and bushing to attach the Kadee trucks to
the caboose, making sure the wedges on the
bushings are 90 degrees to the caboose
centerline. Assure that the trucks swivel
equally in both directions. Re-install the
two screws back into the caboose floor
inside the car.

I then carefully bent the strip into the shape
to match that in the MR drawing. I had to
truncate one side to clear the Kadee coupler
box.

Brake wheel brackets formed and trimmed.

Kadee #581 trucks mounted on the caboose.

Spinning the tip of a #11 X-acto blade I
created a dimple on the bottom of the end
beam directly below the brake wheel shaft.
I then pried the end railing casting away
from the end beam for a little clearance and
then drilled a .020” diameter hole thru the
end beam using the dimple as a start. I then
press fit the bottom bracket / shaft
assembly into the hole and affixed it in
place with a tiny drop of CA using a needle.

From reading Seth’s article, I decided I
needed to add the bottom bracket for the
brake wheel shaft. I did not have any Detail
Associates #2524 brass stock, so I cut a
1/16” wide strip from a .020” thick sheet of
brass and then cut the strip into two pieces
a little over 1/2" long. Through the middle
of the strip, I drilled a .020” diameter hole.
Through this hole I soldered a short length
of .020” diameter brass wire.
Piece of
.020”
diameter
brass rod
soldered into
a .020” thick
x .06 wide x
1/2" long
brass strip.
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Brake wheel bracket mounted under end beam.

It’s a little bit chunkier than Seth’s, but it
seems the match the other end details and
it blends in once it is painted.
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I also liked the idea of boarding up the
center windows on the cupola. This was
easy. I just used the left-over pieces of the
running boards. I cut three pieces a little
over 1/8” long and edge glued them
together with plastic weld cement. I then
made another set for the other end. I let
them set overnight before handling, then
trimmed them to .14” high by .20” wide. I
then glued them into the window frames
with a spot of canopy glue.
Toilet vent mounted on roof.

I also found air hose / angle cocks Kadee
#438 and installed them.

Center cupola window boarded up.

I dug thru my parts box and found I could
make a toilet vent from a piece in a Grant
Line O-scale roof detail set 5043.
Toilet vent
(black piece in
tweezers on
the right)
made from the
largest of the
Grant Line
roof detail in
set 5043.

Kadee #438 air hose / angle cock mounted on
end beam.

Using .015 phosphor bronze wire, I
fashioned coupler cut bars and handholds
on the roof walk above the end ladders.
(Photos next page)
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(Left) Coupler cut bar mounted on end beam.

(Right )Hand grab iron added to roof walk above
ladder.

Regarding paint, I found that the Apple Barrel brand of craft acrylic paint #21467 Tuscan
Red is a good match for the Trix red. It dries very flat, so at first it does not seem to match.
But once you hit it with a clear coat, even Testor’s Dull Coat, it blends right in. I also found
that Bragdon’s Dark Rust is also a close color match to the caboose car body color.
I am quite pleased with the results. Certainly, there are still some things that do not conform
to the prototype, but every model is a compromise at some level.

Chuck’s completed Trix NYC caboose.

NYCentral Modeler
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Chuck’s completed caboose on layout in front of the Jefferson depot.

The project only took me about a week of evenings, and about half the time was spent taking
notes and pictures for this article. I am now happy to add this to my stable of cabooses.
I hope this article will help others upgrade their Trix units into better models. My thanks to
Noel for forwarding my inquiry to Seth, and a special thanks to Seth Lakin for his assistance
with this project.

HO-scale NYC ‘standard’ wood caboose 19453.(Left) The prototype for this car was part of
a series built from 1902 to 1923 at the East Buffalo, Merchants Despatch, and Oswego shops.
Model by Chuck Beargie. HO-scale NYC ‘standard’ wood caboose 19311 (Right), replicating
a member of that huge series that the NYCS was so well known for. Model by Seth Lakin.
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The East Brookfield Depot in N-Scale
Article by Tom Long
Introduction
What better captures the spirit of the
Boston & Albany than a small Richardson
Romanesque depot in a small New
England village? For many years, the small
town of East Brookfield, Massachusetts
typified the B&A; it was even featured on
the cover of the October 1993 issue of Model
Railroader.

A westbound CSX freight passes through East
Brookfield, MA on August 24, 2007, in photo by
Ron Chouinard. The photo was downloaded
from RR Pictures Archives.

The East Brookfield depot was classical
Richardson Romanesque; a low horizontal
structure of cut stone with a large slate roof.
Its east end was round, and it had an eye lid
dormer trackside over the ticket window.

A photo of the East Brookfield Depot taken by
Ron Chouinardon, taken August 24, 2007. The
photo was downloaded from RR Pictures
Archives.
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Photos by Tom except as noted
I’ve wanted a model of the depot for many
years and took measurements of the depot
by hand years ago. Sadly, the depot burned
down in September 2010.
I ran into fellow NYCSHS member Ed
Enyedy at the Buffalo convention in 2019.
He was also a fan of the Richardson
Romanesque style and mentioned he was
working on a 3D CAD model of the
Painesville, Ohio station. After some
conversation I was able to convince him to
work up a 3D CAD model of the East
Brookfield depot from my measurements.
The result is now available from his online
store: Leopard Architecture Models
(www.leopardarchmodels.com). The depot
is offered in both HO($150) and N($70.00).
Some Background
How did the Richardson Romanesque
depot become such a symbol of the B&A? A
bit of history is in order. Henry Hobson
Richardson is regarded as America’s first
great architect. Richardson attended
Harvard in Cambridge, Massachusetts
prior to enrolling at the world-renowned
French school of architecture, the Ecole de
Beaux Arts in Paris.
He moved to Brighton, an affluent suburb
of Boston to be nearer his commissions,
most notably Trinity Church in Boston’s
Copley Square. His neighbors happened to
be executives for the Boston and Albany
(including an old Harvard classmate). The
B&A also happened to be initiating a major
facilities improvement, including a number
of new stations. Who better for the B&A to
employ in the design of these new stations
than
America’s
premier
architect,
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conveniently living next door to highranking B&A personnel?
Richardson also worked closely with
American’s
preeminent
landscape
architect, Fredrick Law Olmstead, whose
works included the design of Central Park
in Manhattan. In addition, Richardson
employed the nation’s top contractors, the
Norcross brothers, to execute his designs.
When the B&A gave Richardson the
commission to design their stations,
Richardson naturally brought the others
onboard. What other railroad can claim its
stations were designed by America’s top
architect, built by the nation’s top
contractors, and landscaped by the
country’s premier landscape architect?
Richardson’s designs followed the classic
moniker that form follows function. In the
case of a station, it primary function is first
and foremost a shelter. As such, the design
is horizontally orientated and dominated
by a large, low roof. A characteristic of a
Richardson building is the use of 2 types of
stone, creating a monochromatic effect. For
Richardson’s stations the stone used was
typically Milford pink granite trimmed
with
Longmeadow
red
sandstone.
Auburndale, MA was the first of
Richardson’s stations.
Sadly, Richardson died prematurely of
nephritis in 1886 at only 48 years of age and
was only able to design 9 stations for the
B&A. Others carried on the station
program, primarily his successor firm,
Shepley, Rutan, and Coolidge who
designed an additional 23 stations for the
B&A. One of those stations designed by this
successor firm was East Brookfield, which
was built in 1894 at a cost of $9,778. More
details on the Richardson Romanesque
NYCentral Modeler

stations of the B&A can be found in the
Fourth Quarter 2010 issue of the Central
Headlight.
The Model
Ed did a great job engineering the depot kit;
it is very easy to put together and requires
only minimum skills. The model is 3D
printed in grey nylon and the kit is
comprised of 3 main parts: 1) the wall
assembly, 2) the roof assembly, and 3) the
doors, window frames, and support beams.

Here is the kit as it comes from the
manufacturer. Parts are the single roof
assembly and the depot walls with doors and
window frame attached inside.

Note the underside of the roof is also
detailed with the roof support members.

The underside of the roof includes the
support bracket details.
Assembling
the
kits
is
pretty
straightforward. Basically, all that is
needed is to paint the parts and then glue
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them together; only a little trimming was
needed on the roof support beams to
ensure a proper fit. The nylon material used
for the kit limits glue options. I went with
5-minute epoxy per Ed’s recommendation.
CA could also be used but wouldn’t create
as strong a joint.

Quick and Easy Assembly
First, I painted the wall assembly, starting
with the pink granite color.

Selecting the Colors
For the Milford pink granite, I decided to
mix paints. My custom color was made
using 4 parts Model Air AV Vallejo “IDF
Sand Grey 73” (7.141) mixed with 1 part AK
Acrylic “Brown Rose” (AK11063). This
created a nice beige gray color with a slight
pinkish tint. The color looks more like that
of a newly built or recently restored station,
so some modelers may want to weather
down the tone a bit to give a more worn
look.
The granite is trimmed with Longmeadow
red sandstone. For this color I used Game
Air AV Vallejo “red Terra Cotta” (72.772).
For the slate roof I went with Polly S
“tarnished black.” Unfortunately, Polly S
paint is no longer manufactured, but other
similar dark gray colors should be readily
available from other manufacturers.
The doors, windows frames, and wooden
trim on the Richardson Romanesque
depots came in a variety of colors
dependent on the depot. For example, the
Framingham depot used orange, the
Palmer depot employed green, while the
East Brookfield depot appears to have gone
with a brownish red. For this color I
selected Model Master Acryl “Insignia
Red.” As with Polly S, Model Master Acryl
is no longer made, but other similar shades
of dark red should be available.
NYCentral Modeler

The pink granite paint has been applied to the
wall structure.

I then added the red sandstone trim.

The wall structure with the red sandstone
trim has been added.
Next it was on to the doors and window
frames. These were painted in the dark red
color. Once dry, they were inserted and
glued into their spots from the inside of the
wall assembly.

The doors and window frames have been
painted and glued to the inside of the walls.

The large, curved ticket window is a bit
interesting, as it is snapped into place from
the inside of the ticket booth wall.
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Once all the paint and glue was sufficiently
dry, I glued the roof assembly to the wall
assembly. I then painted and installed the
support beams. Some of the beams had to
be trimmed slightly on the top end notched
area to ensure proper fit (take your time
and ensure everything goes together
correctly).
The ticket window is single curved piece that
snaps into place from the inside of the curved
ticket window wall.

With the walls complete I moved on to the
roof. I painted the slate part of the roof first
and then the chimney. The chimney is pink
granite with a red sandstone crown.

The underside of the roof with the roof support
brackets installed.
The roof is first painted with the slate color.
The pink granite and red sandstone paints have
been added to the chimney as well.

I next painted the roof cap in the sandstone
color as this color appeared close to the
color of the actual roof cap in the photos of
the prototype. I then painted the dark red
trim; this included the dormer window
frames, the edges of the roof, and the entire
under side of the roof.

The paint for the roof cap and wooded trim has
been added. The roof assembly in now fully
painted.
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After everything was assembled, I sprayed
the entire model with dull coat to remove
any unrealistic shine. Once the finish was
dry, I added window glazing made from
clear styrene. The windows were secured
in place using canopy glue. Once the glue
was dry, the East Brookfield depot was
complete!

The fully assembled depot with roof glued to
the walls.
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Tom’s N-scale East Brookfield Depot is finished and ready to receive passengers.

The station was designed by Henry H. Richardson and stone was quarried from Norcross Bros.
properties. Both Kibbe Brownstone and Milford Pink Granite were used on this station.
(Postcard)
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Kitbashing a NYC Postal Car
Article by Bob Chapman

Photos by Bob except as noted
It had nice Central Valley trucks which I
pirated almost immediately for another
project. The carbody hulk went into the
"old carbodies" stash, where it rested for
several decades until recently being
rediscovered.

This vintage HO scale Walthers wood-andmetal kit can be updated to a respectable model
of NYC’s #4873-4884 series postal car.

One of my perverse pleasures is upgrading
“rescue models” – vintage models that
were poorly constructed many years ago by
others (or by me!). These legacy models
often have good bones, and can be made
presentable with contemporary details,
better paint and lettering, and improved
construction techniques.
Such was the case with a 1950s Walthers
wood-and-metal postal car. If you lived in
mid-Michigan in the 50s-80s, you knew
Wilson Hunt as “Mr. Model Railroader”.
His completed basement-sized layout was
a wonderful representation of 50s state of
the art -- Tru-Scale track, green sawdust
grass, Campbell structures, working block
signals (with those oversized bulbs), and a
SP GS-4 sharing track with a B&O EM-1.
His rolling stock was largely factorypainted shake-the-box. He attempted a few
craftsmen kit builds, but this was not high
on his skill set. When he passed away,
several of them were offered as "free to a
good home". Even so, some remained at the
end of the sale, including a Walthers woodand-metal postal car lettered for his
beloved Kansas City Southern -- which I
carried home.
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Wilson Hunt’s tired RPO model lurked in the
“old carbodies” stash until being rediscovered
as a rescue project.

Why an article on a long-out-of-production
model? Some modelers may have this car
sitting on a back shelf waiting for an
upgrade. You’ll find them at train shows in
those flats full of $3.00 cars (or even as an
unbuilt kit). You’ll see them on eBay. Look
for them – they’re out there!
The Prototype
In comparing the six-window (3+3) metal
Walthers sides to prototype diagrams, I
found them a close match to a diagram in
Alvin Staufer’s NYCS passenger car
diagram book; unfortunately, the diagram
neglected to show a car number series but
did indicate a 1914 build date by PSC. A
visit to Terry Link’s CanadaSouthern.com
website revealed a 3+3 window diagram
for #4873-4884 (ex-CCC&StL #54-65), PSC
1914. Bingo!
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An unlabeled diagram in Alvin Staufer’s NYCS
Passenger Car Equipment Diagrams matched
the Walthers carbody and appeared to
represent the CCC&StL series #4873-4884. But
there was trouble ahead!

The Staufer diagram shows six-wheel
trucks, while the website indicates as-built
four-wheel trucks for the CCC&StL cars.
With identical wheelbases, it didn’t seem a
stretch that NYCS performed truck swaps.
Lacking a prototype photo from the
NYCSHS Archives or the NYC Color
Guides, I built the model with six-wheel
trucks and made educated guesses for
detailing, based on photos of similar NYC
postal cars from the same builder and
vintage.
The Prototype – Not So Fast!!!
It’s always fun and often rewarding to post
completed passenger cars models on the
passenger car e-list. In this case, the
feedback
was
eye-opening
and
appreciated.
First to chime in was Tom Madden with a
first prototype photo of this camera-shy
series – a 1948 photo of #4881. Thankfully
many of my detailing guesses were in the
ballpark, but what’s this – a blanked
window??? And four-wheel trucks???
Maybe a mid-life rebuilding???
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A post to the passenger car e-list smoked out
this prototype photo of #4881. What happened
to the sixth window? And the six-wheel trucks?
Donald T. Hayward photo, Springfield, Mass.,
12/7/48, Greg Martin collection, provided by
Tom Madden

Soon after was a post from NYCS rolling
stock expert Roger Hinman, explaining that
a 1920’s Post Office update of carbody
specifications led to interior floorplan
revisions, resulting in the 3+2 window
configuration shown in the #4881 photo,
and an alternate four-window arrangement
for many other NYCS postal cars. Roger’s
1930’s CCC&StL diagram for the series
seemed to confirm this – but indicates sixwheel
trucks.

Soon after, Roger Hinman provided this 1930’s
diagram for the series, with CCC&StL premerger numbering #54-65 (excluding #57). Note
the 3-2 window arrangement, and six-wheel (!)
trucks. Roger Hinman Collection

Following Roger was NYCS passenger car
expert Alex Schneider with information
from his “NYC Delivers the Mail” program,
slated for presentation at the NYCSHS
Convention that very weekend. With a
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complete set of dated and descriptively
identified diagrams, Alex confirmed the
revised Post Office standards with the 3+2
window rebuild and raised a new issue -the likelihood of a lifelong dual-cylinder PC
brake system (rather than the later and
more common single-cylinder UC system)
for the series.
With two of NYC’s leading experts
presenting strong evidence for the pre1940s 3+2 window rebuild, what’s to make
of the following “updated to 1945” 3+3
window diagram for the series from a
NYCS 1948 diagram book. Were NYCS’s
records in disarray? Were some cars rebuilt
and some not?

Even with convincing evidence to the contrary,
an “updated to 1945” NYCS diagram for the
series continues to show the 3+3 window
arrangement. And four-wheel trucks. NYCS
Diagrams, Dimensions, & Classification of
Passenger Cars (Updated to 1948), TLC
Publishing, Inc.

Based on NYCS records, the trucks also
remain a mystery. Rosters on the Canada
Southern website and in Alex’s program
show as-built four-wheel Type R trucks,
while 1936 diagrams show six-wheel Type
L trucks.
Adding to the intrigue -- a later note from
Roger introduced a 1951 NYCS diagram
showing the series with yet a new floorplan
NYCentral Modeler

and a rebuild to a four-window
configuration. And with four-wheel trucks.
Confused enough??? Join the club. NYCS
doesn’t make it easy.
What to do with the completed but
somewhat incorrect model? When in
doubt, model from photos! We’ll follow
Tom Madden’s 1948 photo of #4881 with
one blanked window per side and fourwheel trucks – doable changes on the
already finished model. Rather than model
the PC brake system (for which we lack a
diagram), we’ll live with the already
modeled UC system.
The Model
We’ll divide the how-to into two parts –
Phase 1 for the original model build, and
Phase 2 for the post-build corrections.
Others modeling the car will want to
integrate the two phases.
For Phase 1 with a diagram but no photos
to work from, the project clearly involved
some guesswork. Exactly what was the
style of the clerestory roof? How were the
underbody appurtenances arranged?
Fortunately, NYC rostered other postal cars
with different window arrangements but
similar build dates, providing some good
clues on NYC’s postal car basics. Photos of
a few of these cars appear in NYC Color
Guide books. While we clearly won’t end
up with an exact prototype model, we can
make it credible, and perhaps even close.
Walthers offered its wood-and-metal 3+3
window RPO in two kit versions -- #6632
clerestory roof, and #7833 arch roof. Since
we will be discarding the Walthers roof,
either will work as a starting point for our
project. Reviewing prototype photos
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resulted in a shopping list – a windowed
clerestory roof pirated from a Rivarossi
1920 coach (available on eBay), NYC-style
ends from Bethlehem Car Works, and lots
of detail parts. The floor would be
scratchbuilt from styrene, and the sixwheel trucks would be reused from the
Rivarossi coach.
Our text will cover the modeling basics,
with the photos doing some of the talking
about the details. It’s off to our rescue!
Build the Carbody
In this article Bob adopts the unusual style of
combining actual fractional inches for plastic
shapes but scale HO feet.

If starting from an assembled model, tear it
apart and decide what parts are to be
reused. For my postal car, I used the metal
sides, generator, and steam trap, stripping
them with a heavy-duty paint stripper. Cut
the replacement floor from .060” styrene –
9’6” wide and length to match the sides. On
the underside, layout the longitudinal
centerline and lines 1/8” on either side of it,
transverse lines at the 43’2” truck centers,
and transverse lines centered 13’0” apart
for the structural crossmembers.

The carbody incorporates replacement BCW
ends and a styrene floor with the original
Walthers sides; the top bracing stabilizes the
sides.
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Glue (CA) the floor atop the bottom angle
of the sides, with ends perfectly aligned; be
sure the sides are perpendicular to the
floor.
On a Rivarossi 1920 coach roof, cut the
plastic window material from the bottom of
the roof, and sand any remaining window
material stubs flush with the bottom of the
roof’s sides (dragging the roof across
sandpaper resting on a flat surface works
well for this).
Test fit the top of Bethlehem Car Works’
NYC end (#22K) against the underside
curve of the roof and trim the end’s
curvature as needed to match. Rest the roof
atop the sides and hold the top of one end
against the roof end’s underside. Glue the
end to the sides. Repeat for the other end.
Reinforce the interior corners of the joint
with scraps of .060” x 060” styrene. To
assure ongoing alignment of the sides, I
added spacers of .080” x 9’6” styrene sheet
at each end and at the center of the carbody.
Build the Roof
The Rivarossi coach roof will simulate the
NYC postal car’s windowed clerestory,
albeit with an extra two windows. A
primary task is shortening the roof from
73’9” to 62’3” to match the carbody. While
the roof can be shortened anywhere along
its length, I elected to remove the needed
11’6” from the area near one end containing
the smokejack and vent (see photo); the
resulting partial window will be filled later.
An Xacto saw and related miter box will
guarantee a square cut, and a NorthWest
Short Line True Sander is handy for
smoothing the joint. Glue the two roof
sections together, resting them on a flat
surface; I reinforced the joint’s underside
with a scrap of .020” styrene sheet.
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approximate the prototype locations, blank
windows #3, 7, 11, and 15 with .030” x .100”
x 2’2” styrene strips glued into the
openings; also blank the partial windows
resulting from the roof cuts. A vent not
visible on the prototype remains at one end
of the roof; difficult to cleanly remove from
the tough plastic, I left it intact under the
pretense of a lavatory vent.

A Rivarossi 1920 coach roof was shortened
near one end to match the length of the postal
carbody.

File the molded hatch atop the roof. To
smooth the glued joint, sand the top of the
clerestory by dragging it across sandpaper
resting on a flat surface. To align the roof to
the carbody, I glued .080” x .250” x 8’6”
strips at each end of the roof underside,
spaced to butt against the carbody spacers
at each end (see photo below).

Locator bracing was added under the roof to
nest against the carbody bracing. A scrap of
styrene sheet strengthens the roof’s joint.

I stripped the roof with Scalecoat stripper,
although from hindsight it’s probably not
necessary. Ward vents appear at four
blanked-window positions on each side. To
NYCentral Modeler

Install LaBelle Ward vents centered on each
of the blanked windows. Glue drip edges of
.020” x .020” x 3’6” above each door. Add a
Detail Associates ladder grab and roof grab
at the left end on each side of the roof.
Build the Underbody
If using the six-wheel trucks from the
Rivarossi coach, I prefer to file away the
wobbly bosses from atop the trucks, giving
.125” for the correct height of the carbody
bolsters. While working on the trucks, also
remove the struts at each end to improve
truck swing clearance. Glue .125” x .250” x
3’6” bolsters centered on the 43’2” truck
center spacing. Coupler pads are .060” x
3’0” x 3’6” glued flush with the ends; be
sure that the coupler notch in the ends is
filed flush with the surface of the floor’s
bottom.
Glue a .040” x .125” centersill spacer
between the bolsters. Cut centersill beams
from .020” x .250” styrene strip to fit
between the bolsters. Their center section is
13’0” long, with each end tapering to a
depth of 1/8” at the bolster. Test fit the
trucks and remove additional material at
each end of the centersill beams to allow the
trucks to pivot without interference. Glue a
.010” x .060” flange atop each beam facing
outward and glue the beam to the floor at
each side of the centersill spacer.
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Cut crossmember triangles from .020” x
.188” x 4’0” styrene strip, add a flange
facing each end of the carbody, and glue at
each end of the 13’0” center section of the
centersill. Glue .060” x .060” strips to fit
between the bolsters and coupler pads.

position, which I simulated with a length of
.020” wire.

This photo of #4818 offers good clues re correct
end detailing for our series. Bob Chapman
collection

Completed “generic postal car“ underbody
detailing. The model features the UC brake
system rather than the prototype’s earlier PC
system.

Drill (#50) and tap for Kadee coupler boxes
1’9” from each end, and for the truck at the
center of each bolster. Test-install the trucks
and couplers, check coupler height, check
truck swing, and consider a test run on the
layout.

On the ends (detailing is identical on each),
add endsill grabs (Westerfield #1197 18”
drop grabs). Drill vertically through the
endsill below the brakewheel for the brake
chain. Glue 40 link/inch chain below the
brakewheel at the top, feeding the bottom
of the chain through the endsill hole and
securing it with glue.

Detail the Carbody
Drill for Westerfield #1183 23” grabs at
each side of the doors, and vertically at each
end (I glued a scrap of styrene strip behind
the grab location at each door to give the
grab a more substantial mount). Glue them
in place.
The prototype has a mail catcher on each
side. Positions can vary, but on doubletrack lines, they are often spotted facing
forward at the right-side lead door. Install
Cal-Scale catchers. The non-catcher doors
often featured a single bar in the catcher
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Completed end detailing; note the jog in the
grab to clear the handbrake chain.
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To mount the brakewheel, drill through the
brakewheel hub and install a short piece of
.015 wire. I was unable to find a NYC fivespoke passenger brakewheel as an
aftermarket part, so I used a pair of sixspoke wheels from the scrapbox. Precision
Scale #32345 is similar.
The L-shaped end grabs are bent from .015”
wire, with the horizontal segment located
3’6” above the endsill. Note that the left
grab has a jog to clear the handbrake chain.

few remaining parts to install, which we’ll
do after painting.

Completed unpainted Phase 1 carbody, side 1

Details
Drill (#64) the floor for Bethlehem Car
Works #87 stirrups – wide stirrups under
each door and narrow ones at each corner.
After installing them, handle the carbody
with care – they are fragile!
According to NYCS’s experts, the
prototype cars featured the early twincylinder “PC” brake system their entire life.
Unable to find an aftermarket offering of
the PC, I went with the later UC system.

Completed unpainted Phase 1 carbody, side 2.

Lacking photos of this NYC postal car
series, the model’s underbody arrangement
is “generic RPO”. The battery boxes and
UC brake system were supplied by
Bethlehem Car Works, while the generator
and steam trap were recycled from the
Walthers model.

Paint and Lettering
Wash the model in a non-oily detergent
such as Ivory Liquid. Paint the sides and
ends Pullman Green (I used out-ofproduction Floquil, but there are many
alternatives). The roof, underbody,
diaphragms, trucks, and couplers are
Grimy Black. Lettering is from an out-ofproduction Champ PH-3 NYC passenger
set; Microscale’s set #933 is currently
available.

I usually like to suspend the uncoupling
levers from Detail Associates #2222 long
eyebolts installed in the bottom of the
endsill; with these out of stock forever at
the manufacturer, I improvised by
soldering the levers bent from .015” wire to
hand-formed wire suspension loops. Install
brake and steam hoses if desired; on my
layout they tend not to survive in
operation, so I omitted them. We have a

Final Details
Install the diaphragms and window glass.
The RPO windows feature security bars on
the inside. Modeling these with perfectly
spaced wire segments seemed daunting, so
I substituted (choke!) Pennsy five-stripe
diesel decals applied to the inside of the
windows. The window mullions are also
decals – scraps of unlettered decal paper
from the edge of the decal set thinly
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sprayed with the Pullman green body
color, cut to 3” width, and applied to the
outside of the windows. (Styrene strip
could also be used with very careful
gluing.) Our Phase 1 car is now complete.

Phase 2 Corrections
Two changes were needed. First, replace
the six-wheel truck with Walthers fourwheel trucks. Check the coupler height – on
my model, a thick spacer washer was
needed between the bolster and the
Walthers truck.
Blank the #3 window with .010” styrene
sheet. Note that the blanked windows are
directly opposite each other as mirror
images.

Completed painted Phase 1 model, side 1;
lettering is out-of-production Champ, but
other options are available.

Completed painted Phase 1 model, side 2.

Alex Schneider’s program lists 1952 NYCS
postal routes and identifies those requiring
a full 60-foot postal car. For my Cincinnatibased layout, there was one choice –
#417/442, the daily Cincinnati-Cleveland
Midnight Special; #4875 now happily earns
her keep coupled between the Special’s
Niagara and its many express cars. (Darn –
I still like the big-foot look of those sixwheel trucks. Maybe….)

Completed Phase 2 model side 2, with corrections made.
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Parts List
Manufacturer

Part Number

Description

Walthers

6632 or 7833

Wood/Metal RPO – 3 + 3 Window

2124

Trucks, Four Wheel, Pullman 8’ Wheelbase

Rivarossi

(Various)

1920 Coach

Bethlehem Car
Works

12

UC Brake System

14

Diaphragms

22K

Ends, NYC

83

Battery Boxes

87

Stirrups, RPO

Cal-Scale

345

Mail Catcher

Detail Associates

6602

Roof Grabs

6603

Ladder Grabs

103

Styrene Strip, .010” x .060”

120

Styrene Strip, .020” x .020”

128

Styrene Strip, .020” x .188”

129

Styrene Strip, .020” x .250”

135

Styrene Strip, .030” x .100”

146

Styrene Strip, .040” x .125”

153

Styrene Strip, .060” x .060”

169

Styrene Strip, .080” x .250”

Evergreen

NYCentral Modeler
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Kitbashing a NYC Postal Car
189

Styrene Strip, .125” x .250”

9010

Styrene Sheet, .010”

9020

Styrene Sheet, .020”

9060

Styrene Sheet, .060”

9080

Styrene Sheet, .080”

Kadee

5

Couplers

LaBelle
Woodworking

38

Ward Vents

Precision Scale

32345

Brakewheel, PRR

(Various)

Wire, .015”
Wire, .020”
Chain, 40 Links/Inch
Paint, Pullman Green
Paint, Grimy Black

(See Text)

NYC Passenger Decals

Author’s notes – while the subject of this article is a NYC postal car, the basic techniques can be used
to upgrade other Walthers wood-and-metal kits, many of which represent NYC prototypes. Special
thanks to Roger Hinman, Alex Schneider, and Tom Madden who added major new insights about the
prototype.
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For this edition of the Tool Shop, I’m going
to expand a little beyond what most of us
immediately think of as a tool. As I’m sure
the majority of you are aware by now,
products offered by a number of companies
based in Europe that supply paint, scenic
materials,
and
glues
have
been
experiencing large growth in the North
American market. This growth especially
became more pronounced with the
discontinuation of two of our standbys in
the realm of paints, Floquil and Polly Scale.
Additionally, the number of different
products offered by these companies
(AMMO by Mig, Vallejo, AK Interactive,
and Deluxe Materials immediately come to
mind) continues to expand beyond paints
and glues, to the point that browsing
through any one of these company’s
websites can become a little overwhelming
with the choices available. I thought I
would highlight some products that have
caught my eye lately.
AMMO by Mig offers a range of paint,
glues, and scenic materials that cater
heavily towards aircraft and military
diorama modelers, but are all products that
obviously apply just as well to model
railroading. One unique product that they
offer is called Acrylic Plasticator which
they call a surface preparation solution that
results in a plastic texture.

ThickThick
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Thick Thin
Thick
https://spruebrothers.com/amm2076ammo-by-mig-acrylic-plasticator-thick40ml/
Thin
https://spruebrothers.com/searchresults-page?q=Plasticator%20thin
It can be brushed onto a wide range of
materials, such as plaster, cardboard, and
wood, and seals the material for better
paint adhesion. It comes in thick and thin
solutions and bottle sells for $4.99 online at
Sprue Brothers Models.
When it comes to painting and weathering
models, AMMO by Mig, Vallejo, and AK
Interactive all offer a wide range of acrylic
paints, weathering washes, dry pigments,
panel liners, and chipping mediums (one
method to create rust effects). However,
one product line that seems to be offered
only by AK Interactive are sets of
weathering pencils.
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Deluxe Mat - Ballast Magic Adhesive
Powder - 4.2oz 125mL - 806-AD74
(walthers.com)

These are watercolor pencils that can be
applied dry to a model and either left on
dry or offer the ability to create streaking
effects by pulling a wet paint brush over the
pencil line. Amazon carries most of the
range of different color families, which
have 5 pencils, priced around $13. Or if you
find you really like them, you could treat
yourself to a box set that has 37 different
colors for $64.82.
Amazon.com: AK
Interactive AK10047 Weathering Pencil Box
Deluxe Edition (37 Colors) : Arts, Crafts &
Sewing
The next product that I wanted to bring to
your attention is something that maybe a
lot of you already know about, but it is
worth a mention just to be sure. And that’s
Ballast Magic, made by Deluxe Materials.

Lastly, when it comes to learning more
about the products these companies offer
and just as importantly, how to use the
products to create very nice effects, they all
have their own dedicated channels on
YouTube. Just a word of warning, it can
become very easy to watch a video on one
particular product, and then end up
spending a lot more time watching other
videos on their channels covering other
products. Perhaps resulting in someone
forgetting what they had originally wanted
to learn. Ask me how I know…
If you have some tools that you find
especially useful, let us know about them.
Send
the
info
about
them
to:
bmarotta77@gmail.com. Brian Marotta,
NYCentral Modeler, Tool Shop Editor
How about some real miniatures?

Ballast Magic
It is a dry glue that can be mixed with
ballast or other dry scenic ground cover,
and when misted with water, it turns into a
bonding agent that will hold the materials
in place. Several online retailers sell Deluxe
Materials products, including Walthers,
which sells a bottle of Ballast Magic for
$14.98.
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Miniature hand tool set. This one is 1/12 scale,
for doll houses, but have any of you found tools
sets for your scale model railroad? Let us know
if you have and where you found them.
nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org
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2022 St. Louis RPM
Article by Dennis Regan
Your New York Central System Historical
Society (NYCSHS) participated in the
Fifteenth St. Louis Railroad Prototype
Modelers Meet (St. Louis RPM Meet) on
July 29th and 30th, 2022 at the Gateway
Center in Collinsville, Illinois. Once again,
this event was hosted by a seasoned crew
of six St. Louis-region railroad prototype
modelers and co-sponsored by the
Gateway Division, National Model
Railroad
Association
(NMRA).

The NYCSHS crew in ‘official’ black uniform on
duty at the table. Chuck Beargie, in the left
foreground, and Seth Lakin, at right, doing
online research for two fellow NYCSHS
members visiting the table. Dennis Regan, Carl
Wessel and Bob Keeler (l. to r.) are standing at
the far side of the table.

Bob Keeler, Chuck Beargie, Seth Lakin, Carl
Wessel, and Dennis Regan manned the
NYCSHS table at what continues to be the
nation’s largest annual Railroad Prototype
Modeler’s Meet. The NYCSHS was one of
19 railroad historical societies participating
in the Meet from all over the United States,
each
featuring
periodicals,
maps,
collectables, models, and prototype photos.
The Meet theme for 2022 was “The Kit.”
Consequently, the focus was on “…that
small package of seemingly countless parts
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Photos by Dennis except as noted
often consisting of many types of materials
and designed to help you construct a
locomotive,
train
car,
vehicle
or
structure…”
The Railroad Prototype
Modelers community, or special interest
group, came together out of common
interest in making that kit into an even
MORE prototypical replica of the real
thing. Over the last three decades that
community has grown and is now found
worldwide. And in 2022, the St Louis RPM
Meet program reviewed the history of the
kit, the current state of the art in kits, and
the future of the kit within the hobby.

The NYCSHS table. Carl Wessel at far right
unpacking one of his models for display at the
table. Seth Lakin, at center, setting up for the
Meet, and Chuck Beargie, at right, checking a
reference document.

Scratchbuilt G scale NYC ‘standard’ wood
caboose 19021. The prototype caboose was
part of a series built from 1902 to 1923 at the
East Buffalo, Merchants Despatch, and
Oswego shops. Model by Bob Keeler.
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The keynote presentation for the Meet was
“The History and Future of Manufacturing
Technology and Its Application to Model
Railroading.” Related clinics supporting
this theme included “Kit Investigations,
Transformations,
and
Solutions,”
“Building A Cannon Freight Car Kit,” and
“Modeling Steam and Freight Car Kits to
Fit YOUR Prototype Roster.” Further
prototype-specific clinics of interest
included “Timelines to Select Eras and
Focus Your Modeling,” “Modeling Moving
Military Vehicles by Rail,” and “Lake States
Railway Historical Association – A Wealth
of Information.” (Presentation Authors at
end of article.)
In this category, Seth Lakin gave a very
well-received clinic to a full house, entitled
“Five Railroads, One City, One Model
Railroad to Model Michigan City, Indiana,
Circa 1960.” His presentation took the
viewer through the steps of developing a
prototype-based layout by setting wellthought-out goals, doing supporting
research, identifying Layout Design
Elements (LDEs) that will meet those goals,
and creating the final trackwork needed to
incorporate the LDEs.

Seth Lakin’s HO-scale NYC switchers. The
prototypes for each were assigned from the
Elkhart pool for operation in Michigan City,
Indiana during the time period of Seth’s
Michigan City layout. These models were the
subject of recent articles in the NYCentral
Modeler.
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Since his layout features the NYC, each of
Seth’s slides prominently featured the NYC
lightning stripe scheme.
Throughout the Meet, hands-on learning
stations also welcomed participants eager
to learn more about the following subjects “Demonstrating Weathering Techniques,”
“Working with the Latest Airbrushes and
Paint Products,” and “Introduction to Java
Model Railroad Interface (JMRI).” These
learning stations were manned by experts
in their fields.
Looking now at our involvement in the
Meet, we noticed that more NYCSHS
members are showing up at the NYCSHS
table than in previous years. This is a
welcome reflection of the evolution of the
Meet. In the early years, it was held in a
school with only a few local people
attending. Now it is held in a convention
center and draws people from all over the
country as well as foreign countries. For
example, one person we talked to came
from Poland (he was an American living in
Poland, but spent his childhood near the
NYC in Adrian, Michigan).

Chuck Beargie describing one of his caboose
models for a gentleman from Poland who was
one of the first visitors to our table. Having
grown up along the NYC in Adrian, Michigan,
it comes as no surprise that our visitor is an
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NYC fan. The caboose models on the table in
front of Chuck are a combination of his models
and those of Seth Lakin.

This year, the meet sponsors even increased
the size of the model display area over last
year’s
to
accommodate
increased
participation. The NYCSHS table was wellpositioned in a high-traffic location this
year and, as a result, we stayed busy
hosting visitors.
For example, NYCSHS member John Green
stopped by right at the start of the Meet.
For those not already Society members, we
handed out 6 or 7 new membership
applications. Seth knows of one person
who joined the Society after talking with us.
Seth also knows there were another couple
of new members who joined the Society
soon after the Meet ended, but he does not
know if they joined in response to visiting
the NYCSHS table at the Meet.

A visitor taking the opportunity to closely
examine and discuss Seth’s models with him
as the Meet winds down.

Seth Lakin’s presence as part of the
NYCSHS team was a big plus due to his
railroading
background,
prototype-
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oriented modeling approach, and his role
as a Society board member.
This was our first year with two laptops in
use at the table. Seth and Chuck used them
to great advantage for real-time research to
answer a wide range of NYCS-focused
questions we got from visitors. Seth spent
a lot of detailed time answering specific
questions from multiple Meet attendees.
Some memorable questions were about Lot
977 all-steel transfer cabooses and Lot 723G/724-G war emergency gondolas. He also
helped a modeler researching a 1924 NYC
boxcar Lot and was able to direct him to
NYCSHS truck drawings for that car. Seth
pulled up the engineering drawings in the
Society’s digital archives to answer these
questions. Other questions were about
specific locations along the NYCS line, and
this is where the Society’s photo archive
and valuation maps were accessed. For
example, Seth helped an NYCSHS member
researching a station in Indiana. Chuck
researched NYCS valuation maps in
response to a visitor interested in the NYC
facilities in the Cairo, Illinois area.

One of three HO-scale caboose models
displayed by Chuck Beargie, this is NYC 26’
wood caboose 17673. "17673 is a brass model,
painted to match photos on pp.12-13 of the
book, "Cabooses of the New Haven and NYC
Railroads."

Chuck also researched the Society’s
valuation map holdings for the NYC line
into West Virginia on behalf of a C&O
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modeler from Summersville, West Virginia
interested in joint C&O/NYC operations in
his region. Carl Wessel fielded questions
and provided answers based on his long
background in railroading.
Another new NYCSHS initiative taken for
this year’s Meet led directly to the overall
bumper crop of NYCS and NYCS-successor
models on display for viewing by all. Just
before the meet, Bob Keeler suggested that
the NYCSHS team adopt its own a theme
for the selection of models we show at the
Society table. This year’s theme - cabooses.

Interior of Bob Keeler’s scratchbuilt G scale
NYC ‘standard’ wood caboose 19021. The
model features working double-hung windows
and firewood for the stove. While not visible
in this photo, the trainman in the cupola is glad
that the toilet enclosure in front of the cupola
seats opposite him features a hopper and a full
roll of toilet paper!

At that time, Bob wasn’t sure how many
caboose models would show up and was
pleasantly surprised when Seth showed up
with a large group of cabooses, Chuck had
three, and Carl had one.

Bringing up the rear of Carl Wessel’s Kankakee
Belt freight is HO-scale NYC ‘standard’ wood
caboose 19374. Like Bob Keeler’s G-scale
caboose, the prototype for Carl’s car was part
of a series built from 1902 to 1923 at the East
Buffalo, Merchants Despatch, and Oswego
shops.

Bob had always wanted one of these
cabooses for his backyard layout. The other
three cabooses Bob brought with him were
each purchased from the Society’s
Collinwood Shop. Next year, we’re open
for suggestions for another theme. Bob is
thinking of something such as NYCS lineside items like stations, engine houses,
support facilities etc., or there might be
other ideas. Maybe we can build a few kits
purchased from the Collinwood Shop and
then display each kit alongside the same kit
still unbuilt in its box.
As you’ll see from the photos
accompanying this report, there was a nice
variety of NYCS and NYCS-related models
to be seen at this year’s Meet.

Bob brought four more, giving a grand total
of 21 NYCS and NYCS-successor cabooses
for all to admire! Bob scratchbuilt his 1/29
scale NYC ‘standard’ caboose from a
drawing (a real paper sheet drawing
purchased from the Society back in the
early 80’s).
The “caboose track” on the NYCSHS table
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showing 16 of Chuck and Seth’s cabooses.
Chuck’s three cabooses are on the stepped
display tracks at the back of this photo, while
the rest of the models are Seth’s. Bob and Carl
had 5 more cabooses on the table just beyond
the edge of this photograph - that makes a
grand total of 21 NYCS and successor-railroad
cabooses exhibited on the Society table!

originally built in the 1870s. This model will
be lineside on his NYC layout set in Jefferson.
See recent issues of the NYCentral Modeler for
more on Chuck’s layout and models.

This was probably the largest number of
such models displayed at any St. Louis
RPM Meet. Dennis took the photos. As
usual, his intent was to record NYCS
models that were on display, whether those
models are in NYCS markings or in the
markings
of
predecessor
railroads,
successor railroads, or any railroad which
may have purchased equipment after its’
NYCS service. This year, he included a few
foreign-road cars documenting operating
in a prototype NYCS train.

Chuck Beargie’s HO-scale scratchbuilt model
of a NYC hand car house in Jefferson, Ohio

Now Some Photos Taken At The RPM

N-scale NYC J-3A Hudson 5445 heading up NYC train 43, “The South Shore Express,” westbound
enroute to Buffalo on Christmas Eve 1955. Model by Mike Skibbe.

N-scale NYC Lot 2097 steel underframe express refrigerator 5982, standing in for the first car on the
head end of NYC train 43 “The South Shore Express” on Christmas Eve 1955. The consist report
indicates this car would be carrying storage mail. Model by Mike Skibbe.
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N-scale NYC Lot 880-F 80’ 1” Mark I Flexi-Van flat car 500467, built by Strick, Philadelphia in 1958.
Model scratchbuilt by Mike Skibbe.

N-scale NYC class DPA-1B EMD E7A 4022. This is a Kato model kitbashed by Mike Skibbe.

HO-scale NYC Lot 962-B 86’ 6” all-steel high-cube boxcar 67151, built by Greenville in April 1965
and originally assigned to Ford Motors automobile parts service. Spotted alongside the warehouse
on Pete Munger’s diorama, this long-serving car was weathered by Joel Nicodemus.

HO-scale MDT Lot 469-R 40’ refrigerator 17260. The prototype was built by MDT in East Rochester
in August 1923. Model built by Frank Hicks from a Yuma Car & Foundry kit with details from Tichy,
Kadee, Detail Associates and HTD.
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HO-scale Indiana Harbor Belt (NYC Lot 152) steel transfer caboose 17. The prototype caboose was
built in 1968 by Despatch Shops Inc. This model was built from a Wright-Trak kit offered by the Penn
Central Historical Society. Model by Seth Lakin.

HO-scale NYC ‘standard’ wood caboose 19453. As with Bob Keeler’s and Carl Wessel’s models, the
prototype for this car was part of a series built from 1902 to 1923 at the East Buffalo, Merchants
Despatch, and Oswego shops. Model by Chuck Beargie. (While not photographed, Chuck also
displayed his HO-scale NYC 24’ wood caboose 18874. The prototype was one of 18 former Toledo &
Ohio Central Railroad cabooses built between 1902 and 1920).

HO-scale NYC class DRS-1B ALCo RS-1 8101. Model by Carl Wessel.
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HO-scale NYC Lot 534-H USRA 55-ton hopper 861087, built in March 1926, and last shopped at East
Rochester in March 1954. Modeled by Lou Nigro from a Tichy kit, Resin Car Works offset sides and
details, and additional Kadee details. Finished with Tamiya paints. Lou estimated a 10-hour build
time.

Seth Lakin’s scratchbuilt model of the Porter, Indiana tower as would be seen from the rear of the
prototype. Note the highly detailed interior including color-coded interlocking and signal levers in
front of the model board showing the track diagram. Seth displayed this at the RPM.
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HO-scale local freight train modeled by Carl Wessel for service on his NYC Illinois Division
(‘Kankakee Belt Route’) layout.

Dennis gratefully acknowledges the Canada Southern Railway website for valuable assistance
with NYCS-prototype history details he included in the photo captions.
After an enjoyable and successful two days, the Meet ended with the traditional door prize
drawings. There are always a lot of door prizes donated by manufacturers, vendors, and
historical societies. As usual, the NYCSHS donated prizes as well.
Attendees: Bob Keeler, Chuck Beargie, Seth Lakin, Carl Wessel, and Dennis Regan
Presentation presenters:
“The History and Future of Manufacturing Technology and Its Application to Model” by Brian Wood
“Kit Investigations,Transformations, and Solutions”, by Tim Alund
“Building A Cannon Freight Car Kit,” by Dave Hussey
“Modeling Steam and Freight Car Kits to Fit YOUR Prototype Roster”
“Timelines to Select Eras and Focus Your Modeling,” by John Burchnall
“Modeling Moving Military Vehicles by Rail,”
“Lake States Railway Historical Association – A Wealth of Information.”

Since there were many more photos taken at the RPM, they will be included in some of the
future editions of the NYCentral Headlight. Stay tuned and don’t forget to let us know what
you think about the possible new and the current header font. We will be deciding and
beginning with the Jan 1, 2023, edition we will either go with the new font or remain with the
old. Let me know: nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org
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NYCSHS Digital Shop

Almost 90,000 photos on-line and
available to purchase.
The new NYCSHS Archive Digital Shop puts these thousands of photos at your fingertips,
just a couple of mouse clicks away. Drawings and maps coming soon.
Here is your chance to see NYC railroading as it really was, to rekindle your NYC memories,
guide your layout dreams, to help your modeling, and to further your understanding of the
NYC.

Link to Digital Shop:

NYCentral Modeler

https://nycshs.omeka.net/
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Here is an example of what can be found
in the NYCSHS Digital Shop!!!
There were two NYC stock cars that were rebuilt
from 50' boxcars as experiments.

The first experimental stock car is the NYC 24000 lot 908-S rebuilt from a lot 694-B double
door auto boxcar (NYC 62300-62599) in 1961. These cars had regular panel roofs and 5-5
ends.

The second experimental stock car is NYC 24001, lot 933-S rebuilt from a lot 735-B box (161000161999) 40-foot boxcar in 1963. It was stretched just like some of the other NYC boxcars as it was
rebuilt from a 40-foot car and was stretched to a 50-foot car. This car had 5-5 ends and Murphy
diagonal panel roofs.

A special thanks for this to Seth Lakin, NYCSHS Modelers’ Committee Chair.

NYCentral Modeler
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O-Scale Live Steam NYCS Hudson Chassis – Part 3
Article by Joe Rothwell
We are including this note again
since it has been a while since we
published the second part of Joe’s
article in 2nd Qtr.2022.
Noel,
I got this great chassis on eBay. The ad stated
that it needs timing...code for it doesn't work. I
took a chance and bought it. After hooking it
up to my air compressor, it didn't run, as
suspected. Long story short, I made new radius
rods, about 3/64ths of an inch longer and that
did the trick. After it ran on air, I took a boatboiler set up and piped the steam to the
chassis...the video shows the results. The
throttle range is almost non-existent which is
why it ran away in the vid...but that was no
problem as the engine is built like a Swiss
watch. I have a boiler almost ready for solder
and a brass 'Williams' Hudson shell to cover it.

The real story is the maker of this chassis,
whose name is Tony Boccaoccio. I ended up
getting his phone number and now talk every
weekend with him on the progress of the
Hudson project, but mostly about his
relationship with the NY Central RR...it's
fantastic! His Grandfather was an Engineer for
NYCS and ran Hudsons and Niagaras among
other engines...Tony is a retired NASA
engineer and is equally as interesting as his
stories about his grandfather!
Joe
As I continue this project, let me preface the
mounting and plumbing of the boiler with
this first. Fitting the boiler to the chassis
was top priority in the early stages of
planning. My first plan was to separate the
smokebox and boiler. The diameter was
just too small to do any plumbing in that
confined space. The idea was that
plumbing would be simpler if the
NYCentral Modeler

Photos by Joe except as noted

smokebox was separate, on its own. I
planned to cut the smokebox off the body
shell. A section of copper tube was cut to
length and the firebox was cut and formed.
After some fitting sessions it was soon
apparent that the boiler needed the
smokebox included to facilitate mounting.

One oil tank done and tank 2 ready for
soldering. These were not brazed, they just
don't get hot enough so no need for silver
solder.

I discarded this tube (only the firebox was
cut/formed, and no other work had been
done)…but that put me back at square
one…a compromise was reached by cutting
a new boiler tube from the remaining
section of pipe.

Finished with feedlines attached. Oil is added
through the fill plug on top of cylinder.
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The solution was to leave the bottom half of
the smokebox on and cut the top half of the
smokebox away. This is the boiler I built in
part 2 of this article.

Oil tank test fitted on the catwalk; feedlinelength can now be determined.

Now, the boiler is screwed down to the
front saddle through the smokebox bottom
and the rear firebox throat plate sits on the
frame rails with a ‘key’ cut in that sits
between said frame rails.

Boiler mounted and burner ready for fuel line.

The brass body’s smokebox is left on, but
the bottom half is cut away with the
remaining top half completing the chamber
and the catwalk hides the seam from sight.
This arrangement works fine, allowing all
plumbing to be done with the body shell
(and the top half of the smokebox) out of
the way. And the discarded first boiler tube
will come in handy later…
Main steam line is being fitted with 90-degree
elbows, a tee and banjo bolts. Note the bottom
half of the smokebox, exhaust port and oilers.

Boiler fully insulated and ready for
installation. Fire place adhesive was used to
attach the cork.
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All lines connected, body shell in place, now
ready for first steam-up! Note shell makes up
the top half of the smokebox.
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Luckily, the boiler is just small enough in
diameter to fit inside the body shell
smokebox half with some overlap and the
rest of the shell has a nice gap between itself
and the boiler all the way to the backhead.
This is important because the solder used to
hold the brass body shell panels together is
of a very low-temperature type. It wasn’t
meant to cover a live boiler, so lots of resoldering was done with better solder,
heavy fluxing and a small butane torch,
applied at as many panel joints as I could
reach to stiffen it up. Cork gasket material
was used to insulate the boiler for extra
insurance. A great side benefit of the cork is
its ability to resist water, and this helps
when filling the boiler and spilling some
over the sides. Ceramic blanket material
was used to cover the firebox area, well out
of the way of the filler port and safety-water
spillage.

There were holes already drilled in the
front of the slide chests that were used to
insert the slide valve rods, so these were
drilled out bigger and tapped for some
‘banjo’ fitting. Commercial 90° fittings, a tee
and couplers were soft soldered together
for the rest of the main steam line. Most of
the fittings were supplied by ‘The Train
Dept.’, like the above-mentioned items and
the safety valve, internal throttle and
Goodall valve.

Getting steam to the cylinders was
accomplished by piping it to the front of the
slide chests instead of going through the
top. Getting oil to the cylinders played a big
part in how the steam lines ended up where
they are. It was easier to oil it through the
top of the slide chests, using the
compressed air tanks for oil reservoirs, like
on the ‘Aster’ Hudson.

The compressed air tanks are solid brass
turnings on the Williams shell, and they
were un-soldered, releasing them from the
shell. The center sections were cut out and
replaced with a brass tube.

New boiler barrel on top with the bottom being
the fire tubes with fire box soldered on, ready
for final assembly.

Close up of the solder joints on the 'water side'
of rear tube plate.
Precision parts cut
Jet...absolute jewels!
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Denver

Water

The solid tank-ends were chucked up in my
mini lathe and machined with a lip to
accept the brass tube. Holes were drilled in
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the tank-end pieces for oil flow and
mounting purposes. A flat spot was milled
on one end to accept a filler port. All
mounting bolts and filler plugs were
turned and threaded from brass hex or
round stock on my ‘Taig’ hobby metal
lathe.

Fire box shows slanted sides and wet-legs.
Backhead will be soldered on next.

All these steps took months as each idea
was attempted/evaluated, then discarded
for one reason or another, until I was left
with the obvious. It had to be serviceable,
and this was the biggest hurdle to
overcome. The engine can be broken down
into its major components within 15
minutes or so.

The tube on the left is the solder jig, middle tube
is the failed boiler, cut in half and the right tube
is the finished final boiler.
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With the boiler mounted, oil tanks
plumbed and the body shell in place, water,
fuel and oil were introduced, and the test
began. The boiler struggled with heating
up, so I put a ‘stack-blower’ on it and you
could tell that helped.

The burner on the left is the final design, burner
in the middle is the failed boiler heater and the
right burner is the first design.

Once the pressure was up, the throttle
valve was opened, and the internal-style
throttle
showed
off
one
of
its
characteristics…water gushed at the front
of the engine.
This settles down pretty quick and then the
steam follows. Good steaming, wheels
flying and then I removed the stack-blower,
only to see the steam run out quickly. Rats.
Many tricks were tried, but none could
keep the steam up and I’m not fond of tricks
anyway. Tempering the disappointment
that this boiler was a failure was the fact
that it did steam well with the stack-blower,
meaning that I was so close to a firebox/fire
tube O-scale Hudson working on the line
again.
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The failed boiler, cut open for all to see. Note
the final boiler on the right.

Right about then, the March/April 2022
issue of ‘Steam in the Garden’ (SiTG) gets
here and an article on coal fired boilers has
most of the answers. Also in the article is a
handy link to an online boiler-calculator.
You just plug in the specs of your engine
and out pops numbers on how well your
set-up might run. After inserting my design
parameters, the resulting numbers were
dismal and explained what was happening
during tests. The main issue, among a few,
was the fire tubes…the diameters are too
narrow, and the draft is choked off. So, after
eating a humble slice of crow-filled pie and
armed with the boiler calculator, a new
design was drawn up that had much better
percentages. There’s another interesting
article in the Nov/Dec. issue of SiTG where
ceramic burners are discussed. My new
boiler design has ‘wet legs” around three
sides of the firebox and the comment that
ceramic burners apply little heat to the
firebox sides gave me the idea to slant the
sides inward. This was done by eliminating
the mud ring on the sides and only the
throat plate/front tube plate gap gets a
mud ring. Now, more wet surface area is
getting heated than in my old design where
it had no wet legs and only the crown sheet
got the heat.
NYCentral Modeler

On the failed boiler, the throat plate and
rear tube plate were one in the same. On the
wet leg boiler, the throat plate is separate
from the rear tube plate. All three plates,
the front, rear and throat plate were cut by
Denver Water Jet, using drawings
furnished by me. The parts are exquisite
and worth the expense. Drafting time
charged by Denver Water Jet was only 15
minutes…funny, because it took me the
better part of my evening to hand draft the
drawing, which was then scanned and sent
to them. The space between the fire tubes
all around was held at 1/16” and silver
solder loves to flow with this gap. And
trying to cut this by hand would have been
tiresome, though that’s what I did on the
failed boiler…it was no fun. A side benefit
to the cut parts is how easy it was to keep
things square with the exacting water cuts.
The 5 fire tubes were comprised of two ¼”
tubes and three 3/8” tubes.
The firebox arch was bent over a wooden
form and soldered with SafetySilv 56 onto
the rear tube plate first. Next, I wanted to
solder the fire tubes to the rear tube plate
from the ‘water’ side and not the firebox
side of the plate. I didn’t want to risk unsoldering the arch is one reason for this
action. This was done by making a jig,
using the discarded first boiler I cut for this
project, the one without the smokebox
extension. The jig was made by cutting
away a large section of boiler tube in front
of the firebox, creating an open area which
allows soldering from the ‘water’ side.
After soldering was done, it was carefully
slipped out of the jig and inserted into the
new boiler. The firebox sides were soldered
to the arch first and then the front mud ring
went in. The backhead got the silver solder
treatment, then the internal throttle and
then the front tube plate with the main-
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steam line stub last. This new boiler went
together pretty fast, with a lot less sessions,
especially since a new torch handle with
different tips had been added to the tool
box.

All together, ready for debut and some
passengers!

A new ceramic burner was made because
the firebox-inside dimensions were slightly
smaller than the failed boiler. The new
burners’ baffle is like the British style with
a solid round bar soldered right in front of
the jet tube. Externally, the new boiler is
identical to the failed boiler, but differs
greatly in draft and heated surface area.
The initial test steam-up of this new boiler
was done without a stack-blower and she
came to steam within minutes and ran like
the thoroughbred she is! For a while there,
I was thinking O-scale live steam was
hard…
The details go on last, and this is the reward
for the effort of live steaming. The
aluminum frame had to be trimmed on
both ends to bring it into scale with the
Williams shell. The tiny cowcatcher, large
air compressor’s with shields, front/rear
trucks and ladders get attached to the front
and elsewhere. These items came from
various engines, included with the original
chassis, but not fitted. They are mostly S.
NYCentral Modeler

Korean brass castings which required some
fitting to be presentable. The body shell
hooks onto the front smokebox ‘shelf’ and
the back of the shell uses two bolts through
the cab floor and frame, creating a tight
grip. The front trucks that came with the
chassis were used as were the rear trucks. I
found a shoulder screw in my spares box
that fit the front trucks like it was made for
it. The rear truck, however, was a little
more disagreeable and fussed somewhat,
but a solution was found. The rear trucks
are huge and underpin the reason the
Hudson was such a successful engine…it’s
the massive firebox! A modest detailed cab
is something that will be done later and it’s
on the back burner for now. Some exterior
piping around the cab is now being added,
and so on…
Completing Tony’s chassis was time and
effort well spent and a rare honor. I sent
Tony a video of the engine running on its
test stand, and he was pleased with the
results. Well, that’s good enough for me. As
the Hudson passes by, the tender comes
into view and it’s the perfect match for this
engine…well, maybe not this one.

A temporary track laid on over-sized ballast
for a quick outdoor test. Altogether, ready for
debut and some passengers!
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Though it’s the right shape, it’s a brute and
very heavy. The tender came from Tony
and is an unknown, commercially made,
one-piece aluminum casting. It had the
proper 6 wheeled trucks as per the
prototype. There were no issues with
putting a butane tank in the cavernous
compartment. Making a water tank is
another project that could be visited down
the line. The tender will be replaced with a
better detailed one when it is found, so this
one will do for now. These kinds of projects
are
endless
in
tinkering
and
improving…it’s half the fun!

Some NYCS Hudson Photos
From the NYCSHS Digital
Shop Collection

https://nycshs.omeka.net/
NYCentral Modeler
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We introduced this feature in the NYCentral
Modeler to showcase some of our NYCSHS
members modeling. We are requesting that
you send us some photos of your models
with a short caption. We will showcase
these models in each new edition. Send
photos to: nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org

I add cut levers to all my cars and change
the wheels to metal ones. Also use Kadee 58
couplers.

Jim Kehn’s Models
I hadn't sent you anything for a long time
so here are some HO models I have done. I
model mostly in O scale 2 rail now, but
occasionally, like to just build something.
The hoppers are Bowser GLa style 2 bays. I
add a train line usually from wire but tried
styrene rod on the LSMS and CIS ones.
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The gondolas are Accurail ones as are the
boxcars which I painted, decaled and
weathered. I included the P&LE gondola to
show a load of crusty ingot molds which
just have a coating of fine ballast on them.
The photos were taken on my O scale
layout and the backdrop is just a painting
done by me.
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Hi Noel,
I was going through some old negatives this
evening and came across some negatives of
shots that I had taken of Tom Bailey's F-units
on my erstwhile layout some 40 years
ago. They had not ever been scanned.

Tom Bailey’s Trains

Tom and I wanted to shoot the models in
classic lighting conditions that railfans
sometimes encounter during a chase. These
two images represent late afternoon
sunshine. The first shot of the train shown
crossing a road at Lenawee Junction,
Michigan (on the Old Road) shows typical
late afternoon sun, and the second shot is an
"artsy" shot (in Adrian), somewhat like what
we sometimes see in prototype hobby
magazines. The fan just must get that last
shot in, before heading home!

Perhaps these can be used as "eye food" in
one of your digital modeling issues.
Doug Leffler

Stan Madyda’s Trains

NYCentral Modeler
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The Proto 2000 New York Central gondola
was a car I purchased from a collection I
was asked to sell online. When I first
looked at the car, I felt it would be difficult.
Whoever built the car used a thicker liquid
cement than the Tamiya Extra Thin Cement
I like to use for building kits with add on
details.
This left unsightly blotches
wherever a grab iron or stirrup was added.
The first thing I did was find a color that
closely matched the factory paint and
painted over the blotches. This helped a bit.
I then used Dullcote to further tone down
the finish. Dullcote will also provide some
“tooth” for the weathering powders. Lately,
I have been using Pan Pastels for
weathering. I applied rust, gray and black
pastels with micro brushes and then
blended them together with a larger soft
brush. The load is by Chooch and I applied
some of the pastels very lightly to being out
some highlights. Stan

Thanks, Russ Weis

Noel’s Trains

Steve Lasher’s Trains
Steve did this for fun - - no step-by-step pics,
but if you want to use these anywhere, please
do.

Steve took this ordinary Kato observation car
and added interior and inspection lights. He
also added drapes, blinds, and figures. The
car came with electrical truck pick-ups and
working marker lights. Then Steve added a
silent decoder so you can turn on and off the
different lights on the car.

For the rivet counters: NYC never had a
stainless business car, plus they were never
named, but had a number. (Yes, we did - car 28,

formerly C&O. It served second half of the fifties,
and the Kato car is darned close. Copy editor’s note.)
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1/29 Pacific - Aristocraft

1/29 Scale streamlined and heavyweight
passenger cars. USA Trains & Aristocraft

HO-Scale waiting at the red signal.
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Many of those items are now displayed on
a series of shelves in our homes in Florida
and Virginia.

HO-Scale switching the yard and lots of
freight on the way.

To make the models look more realistic I
ballasted the track, created some scenic
details, put up backdrops and added some
non-operating signals. The above photos
show some of the my displays. Noel

Warren Frost’s Trains

HO-Scale RS-3 and line of hoppers.

HO-Scale in NYC passenger trains.

1/29-Scale GP-7 and lots of maintenance.

1/29-Scale USA Trains Hudson.
Although I destroyed my NYCS layout to
move closer to our children and to
downsize for our age, I kept some of my
locos and rolling stock.
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We want photos and articles for the
magazine, but we receive very few. We
want to get our members to share their
modeling with us. This column was an
attempt to make it easier to share photos
rather than writing articles, but we have
gotten very few photos. Send yours to
nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org and see them
here.
4th Quarter 2022
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Do you collect models of New York Central Trains?

Charlie Crawford (NYCSHS Member) RS-3S on his HO Scale Adirondack Division Layout

Do you have an interesting toy train collection and want to know more about the New York Central System?
New York Central System Historical Society members' benefits include:
•Central Headlight, popularly acclaimed quarterly print magazine.
•NYCentral Modeler, quarterly digital modeling magazine.
•Annual Conventions held at former NYC locations.
•NYCSHS Archives at our new Headquarters in Middleburg Heights, OH.
•Online Store: Books, NYCSHS Archives DVDs, Apparel, Memorabilia, Art Prints and NYC Scale Models, some
exclusive NYCSHS releases. Members enjoy a 20% discount on many store items.
•Archives Digital Shop: Images, Maps, Drawings.
•Connect with other NYC fans and collectors on our members-only 10 Group.
•You will benefit from the first-hand knowledge of former NYC employees and from the expertise of NYC historians,
researchers and modelers.
Regular Memberships only $44 per year. www.nycshs.net
Great new things are happening at the New York Central System Historical Society ••• Join rfoday
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Central Headlight
Print & Digital Versions

NYCentral Modeler
Digital Download

NYCSHS
Archives DVDs,
Flash Drives & Downloads

NYCSHS
Online Store

NEW YORK CENTRAL SYSTEM HISTORICAL SOCIETY, INC.
Membership Dept.
P.O. Box 126 • Oak Creek, WI 53154-0126
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New York Central System
Historical Society
P.O. Box 126, Oak Creek, WI 53154-0126
***Note Mailing Address***

2023 New Membership Application
Regular Member – U.S. w/print Central Headlight -------------------------------------- $44.00 ______
---- Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US Members only) ------------------- ADD $15.00 ______
Regular Member – International w/digital edition Central Headlight ----------- $44.00 ______
---Canada & Mexico - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage --------- ADD $ 8.00 ______
---Other Countries - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage------------ ADD $44.00 ______
Options:
--- 2023 NYCSHS Calendar --------------------------------------------------------------- ADD $16.00 ______
--- Contributing Member * -------------------------------------------------------------- ADD $16.00 ______
--- Sustaining Member * ------------------------------------------------------------------ ADD $36.00 ______
Please make checks payable to NYCSHS

TOTAL $____________

Membership runs from January 1 to December 31.
* Contributing and Sustaining are for members who wish to render greater support to the
work of the Society. These generous contributors will be acknowledged in Central Headlight.
You may also purchase membership on-line in Collinwood Shop.
http://www.nycshs.net/memberships_c_14.html

Please fill in all blanks.
Name: ___________________________________________________________________
Street Address: __________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________ State/Province: ________________
9 Digit Zip: ___________________________
Country if outside U.S.A.: _______________________________________________
E-Mail Address: _________________________________________________________
Phone: _________________________ Cell

□

□

Home

Modeling Interest: Do you model the NYC? _____What Scale? _______________
Special Interest(s): ______________________________________________________

□ No□

May the NYCSHS share your name and contact information with other NYCSHS Members? Yes
Your personal information will never be shared with outside parties.
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New York Central System
Historical Society
P.O. Box 126, Oak Creek, WI 53154-0126
***Note Address***

2023 Membership Renewal Form
Regular Member – U.S. w/print Central Headlight -------------------------------------- $44.00 ______
---- Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US Members only) ------------------- ADD $15.00 ______
Regular Member – International w/digital edition Central Headlight ----------- $44.00 ______
---Canada & Mexico - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage --------- ADD $ 8.00 ______
---Other Countries - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage------------ ADD $44.00 ______
Life Member * – (Return form to retain membership) ----------------------------------- $ 0.00 ______
Charter Member * (Member Numbers 1-350 only) ---------------------------------------- $40.00 ______
Options:
--- 2023 NYCSHS Calendar --------------------------------------------------------------- ADD $16.00 ______
--- Contributing Member ** ------------------------------------------------------------ ADD $16.00 ______
--- Sustaining Member ** ---------------------------------------------------------------- ADD $36.00 ______
Please make checks payable to NYCSHS

TOTAL $____________

Membership runs from January 1 to December 31.
* Life and Charter categories are for existing Life and Charter Members ONLY.
** Contributing and Sustaining are for members who wish to render greater support to the
work of the Society. These generous contributors will be acknowledged in Central Headlight.
You may also purchase membership on-line in Collinwood Shop.
http://www.nycshs.net/memberships_c_14.html

Please fill in all blanks.

Membership #: ____________

Name: ___________________________________________________________________
Street Address: __________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________ State/Province: ________________
9 Digit Zip: ___________________________

Is this a new address? Yes

□

No

□

Country if outside U.S.A.: _______________________________________________
E-Mail Address: _________________________________________________________
Phone: _________________________ Cell

□

□

Home

Modeling Interest: Do you model the NYC? _____What Scale? _______________
Special Interest(s): ______________________________________________________

□ No□

May the NYCSHS share your name and contact information with other NYCSHS Members? Yes
Your personal information will never be shared with outside parties.
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New York Central NW2 Switchers - Part 3
Article by Seth Lakin

In Part 1 of this series, we looked at the
prototype NW2’s on New York Central and
subsidiaries rosters. In part 2 we detailed
two Kato models to represent actual
prototypes. Here in Part 3, we’ll look at
modeling a NW2 by converting an Athearn
Blue Box SW7 and using the new
WalthersMainline NW2.
Out of the 152 NW2’s on the New York
Central System, only five were phase II, 76
were phase IV, both of which are easily
modeled using the Kato model. However,
the remaining 71 were phase V models.
The phases differed by the style of the hood
section directly in from of the cab. NW2
phases I-IV had a short flat section right in
front of the cab then a short steep section
rising the rest of the hood, where phase V
NW2’s had a gradual taper from the cab to
the hood height. Also phase I-IV NW2’s
had a decorative drop gusset along the
frame at the steps, while the phase IV did
not have these gussets and the frame edge
was straight all the way across.
In HO-scale phase V NW2’s have been
available from Broadway Limited for a
couple of years. But the top radiator grills
are of the later SW7 and other seeming toy
like moldings precluded me from selecting
it for use in modeling a NYC NW2.
Previously modeling a NW2 phase V was
usually taken on by converting an Athearn
SW7. Then early in 2021, Walthers in their
WalthersMainline series released a model
of a phase V NW2.
In this part of the series, we will model class
DES-13j NYC 8807 and 8809, both built in
November 1949 as part of an eight-unit
order numbered NYC 8803-8810. These
were the only phase V NW2’s built for the
NYCentral Modeler

Photos by Seth except as noted

NYC proper. A total of nine of IHB’s DES13i class 8793-8802 would be transferred to
the NYC in 1966 and 1967 giving more
phase V NW2’s to the parent road.

NYC 8807 was captured on film by Louis Marre
on September 16, 1965, in Dayton, OH.
NYCSHS Archive image SL503647

Photos were found of 8807 taken in
September 1950. The next couple of photos
were taken in 1965 and show that the
locomotive was modified with dual
windows on the fireman’s side. A 1968
photo show the locomotive with a white
frame stripe and cigar band logo. Then the
last photos located of 8807 were taken in
1975 and show the locomotive in Penn
Central paint. All these photos were found
in the NYCSHS Online Photo Archives and
rr-FallenFlags.org. The unit would go on to
serve Conrail as 9295.
For modeling the 8807, I started with the
Athearn SW7, which has been available
since the 1970s. Some have said that the
body is wide to accommodate the wide
motors that Athearn originally used. While
the body is wider than the prototype, it is
only about two scale inches. The other
older Athearn blue box hood unit
locomotives like the GP35, SD45 and the UBoats are about 18 inches wider than the
prototypes. The slight over width of the
switcher body didn’t stop me from
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choosing it as a starting point to model a
phase V NW2.

The Athearn frame with a Kato fuel/air tank
casting and a DCC decoder added

Starting with the frame, the fuel tank and
air tanks are modeled onto the body of the
Athearn SW7 and are crudely detailed. I
removed them from the body and milled
the frame so that a Kato NW2 fuel/air tank
could be mounted to the bottom of the
Athearn frame. Also, the inside ends of the
Kato tanks had to be cut open to allow for
the length of the Athearn motor. While I
was at it I wired in a Digtrax DN163
decoder.

that are around the handrail mounting
holes, the large rivets, and the raised piece
that represented the top of the buffer.
Then, I took a piece of masking tape and cut
a template of the end, then cut an overlay
piece from .040” styrene sheet. The raised
lower part of the pilot was carved off and
sanded smooth. A Details West 363 Scale
Buffer was grafted to the shell and foot
boards from the Detail Associates 2208 pilot
set were added.

Changes to front of the locomotive included
sanding off the model’s grill and headlight and
replacing them with aftermarket detail parts

Moving to the front of the locomotive, the
radiator grill was sanded off and headlight
removed. A Detail Associates 2710 NW
radiator grill set, 1015 Pyle Single Beam
Headlight, and .008” wire was bent for the
bars applied across the radiator grills.

Changes to the model’s end pilots correct one of
the model’s prototypical errors

The next thing I reworked was the end
pilots. On the prototype the footboards are
mounted on vertical plates that are
attached behind the end. On the model
these are modeled in front of the end. To
correct this, I first carved off the U shapes
NYCentral Modeler

A Cannon & Company EMD switcher cab that
was modified to represent the split window
modification done by the NYC replaced the
Athearn cab
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Many of NYC’s NW2’s, SW7’s, SW9’s and
SW8’s had the fireman’s side of the cab
modified to have two separate single
windows instead of the single large
window with two siding panes. This was
due to a union agreement that required a
window for each crew member that was
seated in the cab. At least 27 NW2’s had
this modification including the 8807. My
modification of the Athearn SW7 to a NYC
NW2 included replacing the cab with a
Cannon & Co 1503 early EMD switcher cab.
Modifying the cab while it was in parts was
the easiest. To do this the window opening
was widened leaving only .100” on each
side of the cab wall. Then a piece of .020” X
156” became the new center post and
another piece of the same strip became the
backing brace that went down the side of
the cab wall. Before the cab was assembled
the front arched windows were blanked
with a piece of .010” styrene sheet that was
cut to shape.
Other details added to the cab of the model
included: two Detail Associates 2303 24”
Armrests below each window opening on
the fireman’s side and one DA 2303 36”
Armrest on the engineer’s side.

Locomotives with the split cab window
arrangement had an extra step added outside
the fireman’s door, requiring additional
louvers added to better reflect the prototype.

NYCentral Modeler

A DA 1802 Whip Antenna on the roof, DA
1015 Early Single Beam Switcher
Headlight, Canvas Sunshades made from a
styrene strip and wire as I described in part
two of this series, horn from the Kato NW2
set, a .008” wire for the conduit leading to
the radio antenna fill out the added details.
The locomotives that had the dual window
modification also had a second step added
outside the fireman’s door. To model this,
the Cannon kit’s step was glued so that it
was even with the top of the cab floor and
a new lower step was fabricated using a
piece of .020” X .156” styrene strip for the
step tread and a small piece of .020”X .060”
styrene strip for the side angle brace. As
mentioned in part two, NYC’s NW2’s had
two sets of louvers added to the third door
from the cab after delivery. With adding
the louvers on the Kato models, I used the
Archer louver decals. But since the louvers
already on the Athearn model are bulkier
than the Archer louvers I went with Plano’s
14612 EMD Switcher Louvers. To attach
them I took a little bit different approach. I
placed a pool of liquid plastic cement on the
model where the louvers would be located
and let sit for a couple of minutes. This
softened the plastic, and then I positioned
the louver and moved it around a bit then
let the plastic cement evaporate and the
plastic solidify. While the photo etched
louvers were not solidly attached, in fact
one had fallen off and had to be replaced, it
was enough to hold them on until the
model could be painted and the louvers
sealed below the paint.
Handrails and grab irons were added to the
model from Kato’s 952031 NW2 Handrails
and Grab irons set. Details West 319 Spark
Arrestor, Detail Associates 1105 Switcher
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Lift Rings and Kato 963021 Horn & Bell
filled out the details added to 8807.
Paint was airbrushed with a mix of Model
Master flat black and flat neutral gray
paints. The bodies got a mix of about five
parts black to one part gray, while the
trucks and side frames got a mix of three
parts black to one part gray. Decals came
from Microscale’s 87-88 NYC diesels set,
while the pilot striping came from the 87618 set. Additional detail decals such as the
builder plates came from the 87-48 set.

Completed model of NYC 8807

After paint and lettering was completed
Detail Associates 2312 Wind Deflectors and
Canvas radiator covers as described in part
two were added.

NYC 8809 is shown is Chicago, IL in 1960,
NYCSHS Archives image NG516101

The history of 8809 starts off the same as
8807 as the two were built in the same
order, but its history took a little different
turn. Located photos of 8809 start with
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EMD builders taken in 1949, then another
photo taken in 1960, all of which are in the
NYCSHS Archives. The locomotive would
go onto become Penn Central 8809 but
about 1970 it would be rebuilt into a NW2M
and numbered 9107; photos show the
locomotive in 1974. The former NYC 8809
would go on to serve Conrail as their 9107.
Photos show it still in PC paint in August
1976, then again in Conrail Blue in 1979. All
the later photos were located on www.rrFallenFlags.org.
Walthers 2021 release of a Phase V NW2 in
the WalthersMainline series was greatly
welcomed. Available in standard DC or
equipped with DCC and sound, it’s sure to
find work on many model railroads. This
was the model that I started with in
modeling NYC 8809.
The
one
downfall
to
the
new
WalthersMainline NW2 and its cousin the
WalthersMainline SW7 is the truck side
frames. Both models come modeled with
roller bearing conversion, which is great for
modeling locomotives that had the
conversion to roller bearings in the 1970’s
and 1980’s but leaves earlier modelers
needing models with the solid bearings out
in the cold.
Brainstormed ways of
modeling the solid bearings included resin
casting the bearing coves of an Athearn
switcher truck side frame and applying
them to the top of the WalthersMainline
side frame or grafting the entire Athearn
side frame onto the WathersMainline truck.
Then I was tipped off that the side frames
used on the WalthersProto SW9/1200, but
not the earlier Proto 2000 SW9/1200 used
the same truck side frame and represented
an as built solid bearing version. A set was
acquired and quickly swapped out.
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The 8809 before paint, details such as wire
radiator bars, a Kato cast yoke bell, added
louvers, blanked arched cab windows, cab
window arm rests and canvas sunshades are
the only added details

Getting back to modeling the 8809, just the
addition and replacement of some details

was all it took to give the WalthersMainline
NW2 a NYC look. The bell included on the
model is of a later replacement fabricated
yoke. It was replaced with a Kato 963021
bell which includes the original cast yoke.
The front cab windows were plated over
with .010” styrene sheet, bars were added
to the front of the radiator intake grills with
.008” wire, Plano EMD Switcher louvers
were added to the third door from the cab,
Detail Associates 2303 36” Armrests were
added to both sides of the cab under the
side windows. Canvas sunshades were
modeled using styrene strip and wire while
Detail Associates 2312 Wind Deflectors
were added after paint.

The completed 8809 is laying over between assignments on the model railroad

With that I now have four HO scale NW2 representing NYC’s Phase IV and V locomotives
ready to go to work on my model railroad drilling the yards, serving the customer’s sidings
and working the interchanges.

NYCentral Modeler
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New York Central System Historical Society
NYC Lines Magazine 1919- 1932 Order Form

Please Print
Name__________________________________________________Member#_______
Address________________________________________________________________
City________________________State/Province______Zip/Postal Code__________
Country__________________Telephone_______________ Email_______________
Number of DVDs Purchased___________________________
Check or Money Order Amount Attached $________________________________
Make all checks or money orders out to NYCSHS
DVDs are $63.20 each for NYCSHS members and $79.00 for non-members
Shipping is free. Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax or $5.06 per DVD
for members and $6.32 for non-members. Non-US customers must order from
out Collinwood Shop. (US currency only.)

Mail this form and check or money order to:
NYCSHS
NYC Lines Magazine Order
P.O. Box 1597
Leesburg, VA 20176
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Steve’s Scrapbook
Article by Steve Lasher
Since Russell (Russ Weis) has the layout
and I only get over there, at best, once a
week or so, Russ and I have worked out a
little different arrangement. A long time
ago, he presented me with a three-ring
binder or scrapbook of photos of the
various projects. When I complete a project
and it goes on his layout, he photographs it
for me and emails the photos to me for my
scrapbook.
Let me give credit where credit is due.
Russell and his iPad are pretty amazing. All
the photos that have appeared both in the
NYCentral
Modeler,
Railroad
Model
Craftsman, and Model Railroader, have been
done on his iPad. It’s so good we’ve never
felt the need to resort to a 35mm SLR
although, we both own them. Amazingly,
he can edit them right on the iPad without
the need for further photo manipulation.
And I would tell you, Russell has an
excellent eye for composition as I think
these photos will attest to.
I would add, one of the reasons to offer this
to Noel for publication is the fact that there
are many photos of models and scenes that
weren’t designed for publication and
would not otherwise see the light of day if
not here. These are all scenes that would
not otherwise be published but, they’re too
good not to share them with you.
I would also say this, you might notice yet
undone areas in the background. As much
as we’ve done, at least as much or more
awaits our attention. That’s just the way
layouts are. Having said that, there are lots
more excellent photos I can share with you
in the future.
Enjoy!
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Photos by Russ Weis except as noted
#6352

6352 is an interesting creation. Steve found it
as a partially assembled DJH USRA 2-8-2 kit
on eBay.

DJH is an English company that specializes
in locomotive kits in several scales. Their
kits are a combination of high-quality soft
metal castings and brass and stainless-steel
etchings designed to be assembled with
nothing more than screwdrivers. The
details on the engine were revamped to
better reflect NYC practice. It came with a
Canon motor and KTM idler gearbox and
ran perfectly right out of the box so no need
to do anything there.
However, the tender had been damaged
and didn’t suit me, so I found a Bachman
USRA long tender. OK, keep your britches
on, I know NYC didn’t use anything quite
like a USRA long tender on the H6’s but, to
me, it better balanced the mass of the
locomotive. I did modify it to better look
like it would have been an NYC tender.
This included an extension to the coal
bunker, a water scope and ATS equipment
box plus a better back-up headlight. A train
chain and re-railing frogs were added to the
sides of the frame.
In addition to painting, decaling, and
weathering, a Soundtraxx Tsunami 2 steam
decoder was added. All in all, I’m very
happy with the way it turned out.
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Steve’s Scrapbook
5098

So, now when one of the daily CN trains
come calling at BCT (Buffalo Central
Terminal) 5098 is likely to be at the head.
Oh, Can-na-da!
1147

5098 is obviously Canadian National.

One reason Russ chose Buffalo for the focus
of his layout is that it could reasonably
accommodate
operating
Canadian
equipment. Russell’s from Detroit and,
unsurprisingly, developed a taste for things
Canadian. And, by golly, it’s rubbed off on
me, too, eh.
Russ gave me the engine to “fix”.
Originally, it had an OK paint job but poor
decals. The gold ink on the originals was
pale. We fixed this by ordering a set of
“Black Cat” brand Canadian National
steam locomotive decals. These are
beautifully printed with bright and opaque
Dulux gold lettering and include all the
little “phru-phru” decals that go on the
cylinders and air reservoirs. In the case of
the big tender herald, the new decal was
simply applied directly over the old one. In
other cases, such as the cab side numbers,
they had never been oversprayed and came
off easily after applying Solvaset and with
gentle rubbing.
Because of the Canadian penchant (not as
much on CN as CP) for cleanliness, only a
very light weathering was applied - only
enough to suggest a working locomotive. It
also received a new Tsunami steam
decoder.
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Steve wanted to show you 1147. Not because
it’s an expensive brass model but because it
isn’t.

Most of you who are familiar with HO scale
steam locomotives will instantly recognize
this as a Bachman 2-8-0. I’d like to think of
it as a study in what you can do with a little
“phru-phru”, that is, adding some small
details to improve its looks.
A new sound decoder was added for
starters. Detail wise, here’s the program: a
new bell was installed - mainly because the
old one was broken. New crewmen were
added to the cab. A new, lost wax
headlight, more in the NYC style was
installed. A new Cal-Scale generator along
with a new auxiliary dome with fittings
was placed.
The tender involved more work than the
locomotive. A train chain was added along
with a new, Cal-Scale back-up headlight.
What doesn’t show as much on this side
was the addition of a Custom Finishing
ATS equipment box behind the slope sheet
along with a Precision Scale ATS shoe on
the rear axle of the front truck and a reset
box on the back of the tender frame so that
this locomotive is equipped to operate on
4th Quarter 2022
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Steve’s Scrapbook
the main line. New, scale coal was glued on
to improve the looks of the coal pile. And,
oh yes, don’t forget the water can on the
front leg of the tender - firing this little hand
bomber can be hot work, you know.

Thoroughbreds

Good Grief!!!! PRR
Two consists waiting at Clinton St. tower to
go to Buffalo Central Terminal to take a pair of
eastbound Limited’s to New York.

Yes, Pennsy comes to Buffalo and delivers
transfer cuts to East Buffalo Yard. And,
sometimes, this brute of an I1s makes the
deliveries.

I think the model is neat because it’s
Bowser - 100%. Granted, it does have the
newer, correct size boiler that Bowser
offered for it and a replacement can motor
drive along with several dollars’ worth of
lost-wax castings. One of the only castings
not from Cal-Scale is the low profile, squat
base PRR bell from PSC.
It was painted with Scalecoat paint, decaled
with Microscale decals and, weathered
with chalks and Dullcote.
It has a Tsunami 2 sound decoder and
operates very smoothly. Believe me, when
it comes to town to make its delivery, it
doesn’t take crap from anyone.
(Oh, yeah…I could tell ya’ but I’d have to
kill ya’ - Russell and I both are closet PRR
fans.)

NYCentral Modeler

I like these! They are Life-Like and
Walthers Proto units that have been
through the wash rack - meaning, they’ve
had added details and weathering.
They receive ATS equipment along with
painting of the trucks and fuel tanks, which
looks better than the aluminum-colored
plastic. New air horns replace incorrect or
missing ones, and the handrails are
touched up with paint to eliminate the
shiny cast plastic look. Details West speed
recorders are added along with better
figures in the cabs and sunshades. It’s
finished off with a nice weathering with
chalks and Dullcote.
I must tell you; Russ probably won’t like
me using this photo because he’s picky
about the photos he lets out to the public.
He’d have a problem with the unfinished
flat front buildings in the background
showing in the photo. I can understand that
but, you know, that’s just the way of things
with model railroad layouts. You can’t get
everything done at once. Please, just know
that we’re aware of these and are working
toward fixing them but, it all takes time.
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Steve’s Scrapbook
2196

Something you inevitably learn to do on the
railroad - wait. An H-10, 2195 waits to tie on
at East Buffalo while the yard forces tidy up
her train.

In the photo, it’s sitting on the caboose track
at East Buffalo. The coal pile in the right of
the picture is to supply coal for the caboose
stoves.
The model is an Oriental H-10 that I bought
off eBay. The detail was excellent right out
of the box. All that was necessary was to
paint it, decal and weather it, and install a
Tsunami 2 decoder. Russell liked it so
much; he now owns it. I don’t blame him,
it’s a handsome piece of HO brass
craftsmanship.
It’s representative of the beautiful motive
power on Russ’s layout, not to mention the
up-close quality of his scenery.
198 An Encore - Russell’s Christmas
Present

Ah, yes, Thomas (X98). I know you’ve seen
him before but, he’s a favorite of mine. He’s
the Clinton St. roundhouse’s engine house
goat.
The model came off eBay and it was built
by Sakura. Sakura was a premium brass
builder back in the mid 50’s to mid 60’s.
Although the model’s die cast shell has
been used many times by many makers,
what sets this model apart is a better motor
and gearing than most and having a
complete and functioning valve gear.
As far as changes go, I can’t say working
with old diecast Zamac is a pleasure. The
stuff is hard and dulls tools rapidly. But, for
the sake of modeling, I did change some
details. For one thing, the cast on headlight
came off and was replaced by new CalScale castings front and back along with
new bell, whistle and pop valves,
generator, and air compressor. Oh, yeah,
for the operator’s benefit, it got a new
power reverse.
Otherwise, a friend of ours, Jon Vincent, an
N-scaler, added Tsunami sound and
working lights. I changed out the motor
magnets for some new, Neodinium super
strength ones and Thomas doesn’t run
badly at all now. Amazingly enough, he has
excellent sound as well.
Oh yes, the name. Well…It’s not what you
think. On one hand he’s named for the long
time Master Mechanic at Clinton St. - Mr.
Thomas Rhodes but, on the other hand,
what’s wrong with having your own
“Thomas the Tank Engine”.
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Michael Byle’s Frugal NYCS Modeling in S-Guage Hi-Rail

Peter Bank’s Waterfield Coaling Tower

NYCentral Modeler
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Albert Werner’s Informal Thoughts on Building NYCS Cabooses

Steve Lasher Promises A “Notes From My Scrapbook” Feature

Stan Madyda Builds a Mullett River Model Works’ NYCS Watchman’s Shanty

All in the January 2023 edition of the NYCentral Modeler
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We are now taking 2023 memberships
Don’t miss out on all the fun and knowledge available with memberships in
the NYCSHS.
Modelers, Fans, Researchers, Former Employees.
You find them all.
Click here to join or renew for another year!! http://www.nycshs.net

These number plates are still available in the Collinwood Shop
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCS-Steam-Locomotive-NumberPlates_c_158.html
NYCentral Modeler
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A scan from the NYCS Central Headlight Flash Drive

New autos are unloaded from a six car “auto-loader”, which recently made its first trial run on the
NYCS from Detroit to New York City. The new device has a folding ramp to permit the autos to be
driven to and from the top deck. (April 1954 New York Central System Headlight) (Technical Copy
Editor’s note: We have proof Athearn's prototype existed. Those are Dodges.)

Buy one of the NYCS Central Headlight Magazines 1940 – 1968 flash
drives and enjoy 100s of these types of photos, ads, and stories.
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps_c_180.html
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Some items from the New York Central Lines Magazine Flash Drive

The first passenger type oil-electric locomotive In the United States on its maiden trip over the
Putnam Division~ of the New York Central on March 20. The locomotive stopped at all stations
enroute and attracted considerable attention. It is designated as No 1500.
The ads for products and photos found in the NYCLs Magazine make this NYCSHS Flash Drive very
interesting reading. It is wonderful to be able to learn about the NYC in the days when our parents
and/or grandparents may have ridden or watched the NYC as youngsters.
New York Central Lines Magazine was published and distributed to the over 100,00 NYC employees.
The covers provide a glimpse of life at that time. This ad brings back some interesting memories for
those who saw these products in the homes of our parents and grandparents as we were growing up.
For many of our younger members these are only things that disappeared before they were born. It was
published from 1919 to 1932 with only a gap of one year during the coal strike from April 1921 to April
1922. Look for it in the Collinwood Shop https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-ArchiveProducts-Photos-and-Val-Maps-_c_180.html
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Vintage NYCS Advertisements & Posters

These ads illustrate some of the things that made the NYCS great in years past. The focus of the ads
shown here was on the family traveling on the NYCS. The railroad had great hopes for the future with
all of the new passenger equipment they added after WWII. Too bad that future didn’t come true.

In 1935 the NYC was going after freight traffic in the New York City area. These ads appeared
throughout the New York State area’s newspapers in the years before WWII.
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NYCentral Modeler Final Thoughts

This year has been a good year so far for the Society. We have had the Hojack book with good
sales of it and a new book, Four Tracks Through The Mohawk Valley, coming out next month.
We have offered some new models including the Walthers Mainline HO-scale 36’ 3-Dome
tank cars and the Broadway Limited HO-scale NYC Commodore Vanderbilt Hudsons and
they are beautiful models. We offered some MTH RailKing O-gauge 60’ Streamlined
passenger cars and PA/B locomotives but got no takers. There just have not been very many
NYCS models being offered.
Our book, Hojack, was a success that added a good income to the Society as all our books over
the last 12 years have done. A special thanks to John Taibi for the donation of the book to the
Society for publication. NYCS books are a large part of our sales each year in the Collinwood
Shop and help offset the cost of providing our members the services they enjoy. How about
one of you stepping up to write a book for us!!! nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org
One of the reasons that Collinwood Shop sales are so important to the Society is that
membership dues only cover 73% of the cost of running the Society. We are able to offer the
benefits and services we do is because that the Collinwood and Digital Shops sales make up
the reminder of our costs. Without those sales our dues would need to be much higher, or we
would have to cut back on what we do for you. Although donations have supported much of
the archive activities, they don’t come even close to providing the total support. Here again
the shops provide a large amount of that money to keep up what we do there.
Of course, the biggest sellers in the Shop are our NYCS models and we continue to search for
new ones to produce for you. The recent exclusive offering, the NYC Rebuilt Former LS&MS
caboose from AMB, has sold out all the first shipment. But they are still available for you to
order. The Modelers’ Committee continues to look for new models to offer.
Your articles are the only way we can continue to make this magazine possible. If you don’t
feel that you can write an article, just send us the photos with some captions telling us what
the photos are about. Share your skills, your models, and your layouts with us. We want to
see what you are doing to preserve the legacy of the NYCS in miniature. We especially would
like to see more O-, N-, S-, Large-Scale and O-gauge articles. Of course, we love the HO-scale
ones as well. If you don’t write the articles there won’t be a NYCSHS modeling magazine.
We continue to get articles from some of our past authors and some new ones, and I know
that they would really like to hear some feedback on what they do. Please take a minute to
send us an email telling us what you think about the magazine and the articles. Send it to
nfwiddifield@NYCSHS.org

Thanks, Noel
NYCentral Modeler
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AMB Kit #891 HO-Scale NYC Standard Short Wood Caboose

Like its more famous and similar appearing cousin, the 19000 series wood caboose, the New
York Central’s standard short wood caboose also displays that distinctive low cupola so
associated with this iconic railroad but was four-feet shorter in length and equipped with only
two side widows. Referred to as a “standard” for the NYC and sprinkled throughout the 18000
series, these cars were a compilation of inherited Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Cabooses.
Originally constructed during the turn of the 20th century, the 26-foot-long wooden cars were
rebuilt following the LS&MS and New York Central & Hudson River Railroad merger of 1914.
The former LS&MS cabooses entered the 18000-18649 series after NYC’s system-wide
renumbering in 1936 and eventually received further upgrades, such as safety appliances and
AB style brake gear. The exact number of cars that survived to this point is not known, but
several the prototypes that have been documented in the company archives were still on the
roster into the 1960s. With the arrival of NYC’s new all-steel transfer cabooses and their
assignment to the 18000 series, any standard short wood cabooses not previously retired
would have been renumbered into the 17000 series.
Featuring 100% laser-cut components with custom laser-scribed side and end walls, Tab &
Slot and Peel & Stick construction, laser-cut underframe, end platforms, end railing, and brake
wheels, cast resin platform steps and AB style brake gear, white metal smokejack, injection
molded turnbuckles, custom decals by Tichy Train Group, fully illustrated instructions that
provide information on painting and decaling the assembled model, and several fixtures to
aid the modeler in creating all the handholds, ladders and truss rods appropriate for the
prototype. In addition, the HO scale kit provides for optional details too such as square or
rounded body corner posts, side windows that can be modeled open or closed, two different
styles of end ladders and roofwalks, cupola end window variation, and a complete set of
screen doors and windows. Trucks and couplers are not included.

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/American-Model-Builders-LaserKits-HO-Scale_c_76.html
NYCentral Modeler
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Rapido HO-Scale NYC Sleeper Coach

In the mid 1950s, with passengers quickly switching to airline traveler the private automobile,
the Budd company devised the Slumbercoach as an economical way to attract overnight
passengers back to the rails. With a capacity of 40 passengers in a 24 single room plus 8 double
room plans, the Slumbercoaches offered a lower cost alternative positioned between coach
seating and a first-class bedroom on overnight runs. A single aisle in the center of the car was
flanked by the single and double rooms on each side.
With 18 new cars built between 1956 and 1959, these cars with their distinctive staggered
windows could be seen on the New York Central. They ordered four of these.
The entire fleet would end up with Amtrak in the 70s and 80s with all cars converted to head
end power. Most lasted into the mid to late 90s when they were finally retired and replaced
with more modern equipment such as the Superliner II and Viewliners. Most of the fleet still
exists today in various states including in museum collections and in private ownership.
Features:
• Designed from original blueprints
• Full Rapido level of underbody detail
including separate pipes and conduits
• Full multi-color interior detail including
roomette doors
• Constant track-powered interior lighting
(DC and DCC)
• Accurate GSC 41-NDO-11 trucks with
disc brake detail
• Etched-metal end gates and sprung
diaphragms
• Rapido’s renowned stainless-steel finish
• Separately applied name boards
Comes in four road numbers. You must select road numbers.

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Rapido-HO-Scale_c_119.html
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AMB HO-Scale NYC Caboose Kits
(Tongue & Groove - Lot 732)

(Lot 732 Pacemaker)

The Lot 732 caboose was built on the steel fish belly frames of 1910 era 36’ boxcars in 1944. The
50 cabooses in the Lot were numbered 20100-20149. While they look like a standard 19000
series caboose, they are longer with a distinctive steel C channel along the bottom of the body.
In 1946, five cabooses were rebuilt with plywood sides, different brake equipment and were
painted gray and crimson for Pacemaker service.
These NYCSHS exclusive HO-scale kits are laser cut and are a joy to build. They are less trucks
but Westerfields Models has the correct trucks. Offered here in the store at:
http://www.nycshs.net/American-Model-Builders-Laser-Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html. The kits
come with the decals for the appropriate caboose.
Non-members price is $64.95. NYCSHS Members Price $51.96 and that is 20% off MSRP for
members. Shipping is extra and Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
New Book From
Morning Sun Books.
Lots of NYC Action!!

Railfanning the Northeast 1934 – 1954 Vol. 4 NYC, NH and LIRR
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Morning-Sun_c_102.html
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Steam Locomotives of the NYC

Steam Locomotives of the New York Central Lines, Volumes 1 and 2 by William D. Edson and H. L. Vail,
Jr., assisted by Edward L. May. The ultimate authority on all steam and electric locomotives from the DeWitt
Clinton of 1831 to P&LE 9406 of 1948. These books represent a lifetime of research for each of the compilers
and are a fitting memorial not only to the legacy of the New York Central Lines but also to their untiring efforts
to preserve that legacy for us all. These books are full of individual listings for every steam or electric locomotive,
including year and month of construction, builder’s construction number, all known re-classifications and renumberings, and retirement date, and in many cases ultimate disposition.
The hardcopy versions of these two books have been out of print for many years. All of our copies of these books
have been sold and they will not be reprinted in the hardcopy version because of the cost of doing so. This
softcopy version has been made available to allow those who never were able to purchase the hardcopy version
to have this valuable NYCS resource. If you have any interest in NYC steam locomotives this is the resource for
you.

MSRP and NYCSHS Members Price $59.95
Because of the unique information in these two volumes and
the fact that it was produced by the NYCSHS; the price is the
same for members and non-members.
Free shipping. Ohio residents must add 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html
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Bethlehem Car Works Passenger Car Kits

The latest: NYC
Baggage/Horse Car

Lots of NYCS passenger cars.
Go to: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/The-Bethlehem-Car-WorksInc_c_108.html
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NYC Lines Magazine 1919 – 1932 DVD & Flash Drive

The NYC Lines Magazine was published by the railroad starting in February 1919 and continued until
the final edition in October 1932. It was published monthly and distributed to the 100,000 officers and
employees of the New York Central Railroad. It was a magazine devoted to the interests of the railroad
workers, their families and the home communities. It contained articles about the railroad, the
employees, and events that impacted the employees and the railroad. You will also find hundreds of
ads that will give you understanding of the products shipped by and supplied to the NYC in that
timeframe. It makes fascinating reading for anyone interested in the New York Central Railroad during
those years that it was published.
This DVD or Flash Drive contains all of the editions of the Magazine published. This is a complete set
that was reproduced from scanned images of each page of every edition. It is also searchable so that
research is very easy. This product is another of the wonderful historical documents produced by the
NYCSHS archive volunteers.
Don't miss out on this history of the NYC Lines as written by the company for the NYC employees.
The MSPR is $79.00 and the NYCSHS member’s price is $63.20 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is free for US customers, but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
Non-US customers will pay actual cost of shipping.

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps_c_180.html
NYCentral Modeler
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NYCS Central Headlight – 1940- 1968 (Historic Employee Magazine)

The New York Central Railroad published an employee magazine starting in 1919 until
1932 when they stopped publishing for financial reasons brought on by the 1929 stock
market crash. That magazine was called the New York Central Lines Magazine.
They began a second magazine called the New York Central System Central Headlight
in 1940 and continued to provide it until 1968 at the end of the NYCS as an independent
railroad.
It was published monthly by and distributed to the 100,000 officers and employees of the
New York Central Railroad. It was a magazine devoted to the interests of the railroad
workers, their families and the home communities. It contained articles about the railroad,
the employees, and events that impacted the employees and the railroad.
It makes fascinating reading for anyone interested in the New York Central Railroad
during those years that it was published. It is an excellent companion publication to our
previously published NYCL Magazine 1919 – 1932 also available in digital form from
the NYCSHS.
Available on a flash drive in the Collinwood Shop:
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps_c_180.html
NYCentral Modeler
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NYCentral Modeler 2011 – 2018 DVD

The NYCentral Modeler was introduced in 2011 as a free to all, online digital publication
dedicated to the modeling of the NYCS. It is published quarterly and represents some very
fine modeling of the NYCS by both NYCSHS members and non-members. Over the years the
quality of the magazine and the articles in it have greatly improved.
This DVD provides all the editions published up through 2018 and will be the first in many of
the NYCentral Modeler DVDs that will be offered in the future. It contains all the editions of
the Magazine published. This is a complete set that was reproduced from scanned images of
each page of every edition. It is also searchable so that research is very easy. This product is
another of the wonderful historical documents produced by the NYCentral Modeler staff.
These past editions are no long available for download from our website.
Don't miss out on this complete set of NYCentral Modelers produced through 2018. It contains
many wonderful articles about modeling the NYCS and features articles written by both
NYCSHS members and non-members who model the NYCS.

A new version (2011 – 2022) of this will be coming out
shortly after Jan 1, 2023. Stay tuned for the
announcement!!!!
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Pittsburgh & Lake Erie In Allegheny County - Vol. 1
Pittsburgh to Esplen

This 322-page book opens with the story of the pivotal meeting that formed the P&LE when the
founders and industrialists went to war with each other. The result was a railroad independent of the
Pennsy and answerable only to the needs of Pittsburgh. It is no wonder that the line acquired the
nickname “The Little Giant.” 373 black & white photographs, maps, engravings, and other ephemera
form the nexus of this story. Years of research into the history of the P&LE and the local industries and
environs served to elicit a wonderful story about the line and its association with the region.
Images of P&LE, motive power, rolling stock, facilities, the South Side complex, steel mills and other
industries, the “company” villages that housed the mill workers and their families, and steamboats on
the Monongahela and Ohio rivers bring the story to life. This title is printed at 175-line screen on 80#
Sterling Premium gloss paper as a flat-backed, Smyth-sewn, oblong, laminated hardcover with an
additional protective gloss film lamination. Factory shrink wrapped. And as usual, the book is proudly
manufactured in the USA.

Order online at: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Depot-SquarePublishing_c_104.html
Download form and send check:
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/pleinalleghenyorderform1.docx

The Collinwood Shop has a very large collection of NYCS books
available for purchase at the NYCSHS members’ discount of 20%
off MSRP. Shop for these wonderful books today at:
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Books_c_20.html
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NYCSHS Carries All Herron Rail Videos Complete Line of NYC
Videos

Reflections of the NYC Vol. 2 & 1 - NYC Indiana Division 1956 Vol. 1 & 2

Niagara’s Last Stand - Donald J Krofta’s Steam & Diesel on the NYC Big Four Vol. 1,2, & 3

All these videos are priced the same.
This is your chance to pick up one or all these wonderful NYC videos representing
much of the history of our favorite railroad. Many hours of enjoyment available at the
members’ price of 20% off MSRP.
The MSPR is $39.95 and the NYCSHS members’ price is $31.96 and that is 20% off
MSRP. Shipping is extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Movie-DVDs_c_18.html
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New York Central System Diesel Locomotives (DVD Version)

By William D. Edson with H.L. Vail, Jr. and C.M. Smith
Published by the NYCSHS in 1978 and Re-issued in 1995
Now Available in a Digital Version
MSRP $35.00. NYCSHS Members' Price is $27.00 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is free, but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
To order: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html

Books, Books, Books

All NYCS Books can be found at:

https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Books_c_20.html
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NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Year Offerings

NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Pin

NYCSHS 50th Anniversary MTH HO-Scale Pacemaker
50th Anniversary Boxcar
All this and more in the Collinwood Shop 50th Anniversary Items
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCSHS-50th-Anniversary-Celebration-_c_196.html

NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Early Bird NYC Jacket
All this and more in the Collinwood Shop 50th Anniversary Items
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCSHS-50th-Anniversary-Celebration-_c_196.html
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NYCSHS Member Tim Starr Books

Order anyone of these three books in the Collinwood Shop
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html

Or download a form to order and pay to our Post Office Box.
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/timstarrorderform.pdf
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Lima Locomotive Works Vol. 1 Super-Power Steam
Locomotives (Re-release)
Soft Cover

This reproduces 4 Lima Locomotive Works catalogs:
Lima Super-Power Steam Locomotives: 1926 - This catalog details the benefits of the Super-Power
Steam Locomotive, a look at the tests performed on the engines, the operating results of the Boston
& Albany 2-8-4 Berkshires, the Texas & Pacific 2-10-4 Texas Types and the new Illinois Central 28-4 then under construction.
Lima Super-Power Steam Locomotives: 1930- This catalog looks at the use and performance of the
Super-Power engines built for the Boston & Albany (2-8-4 Berkshires), Texas & Pacific (2-10-4
Texas Types), Illinois Central (2-8-4 Berkshires), Erie (2-8-4 Berkshires), Boston & Maine (2-8-4
Berkshires) and the components used in Super-Power Steam Locomotives.
Lima Locomotive Works Bulletin No. 102. This is a brief look at some of the Super-Power Steam
Locomotives built by Lima. Includes photos and specifications of the locomotives.
Lima Locomotive Works Bulletin No. R-2. This bulletin shows a variety of Lima Locomotives from
small switchers to larger 4-8-2s, 2-8-2 and 2-10-2s.
To Order Online in Collinwood Shop: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHSBooks_c_53.html
To Download a Form and Send in a Check:
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2021/05/limalwvol1.pdf
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NYCS Special Clothing

Brand New NYCSHS Offering
NYCSHS Members’ Discount on All Items
20% Off Prices Listed on This Page
WWW.NYCSHS.net to view or purchase!!!
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Brand New NYCSHS Offering
NYCSHS Members’ Discount on All Items
20% Off Prices Listed on This Page
WWW.NYCSHS.net to view or purchase!!!
My name is Dal Cook and I am the owner of the family business 'Mohawk Design.' I have had a lifelong love of trains and have personally worked for the railroad. Each of my T-Shirt designs have been
designed by hand to be as faithful as possible to the actual engines they represent. These T-Shirts are
unique to my company, and you will find them at our booth at many railroad/steel shows and in fine
museums around the country.
I stand behind my products. If you have any problems, please contact me immediately and I will make
things right.
At Mohawk Design, we aren't just in the business of selling T-Shirts. We live and breathe the stories
and legacies of our countries railroading, steamboat & steel mill roots. Dal is personally a member of
the NYCSHS.
Shirts are Gildan 100% cotton or Fruit of the Loom 100% cotton depending on availability of shirts
from distributors.
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NYCENTRAL MODELER
Do you love the NYC? How about helping the
NYCSHS preserve the memory? Do your part.
If you have read this edition of the NYCentral Modeler, you can’t help but
be impressed by the fine modelers out there in our membership. You
also should have been impressed with all the things we are doing to help
you model the NYCS. We have been publishing great articles from
many of you in all scales. We note that several other Historical
Societies’ modeling magazines have gone out of production from lack
of member articles. Don’t let that happen to us.
We really do need your help to keep all the momentum going in the
Society. A lot of work is being done to improve our support to members.
We need articles and photos for this magazine. We need some people to
work with us on the Modeling Committee. We could use more help in
the NYCSHS archives, backup people for the website and the
Collinwood Shop, and someone with some strong IT knowledge to help
with the Headquarters’ IT upgrades.
We all are busy, but it only takes a few hours a month to help us out.
We have gotten a few new volunteers now working with us. They
believe that the Society is a priority for them. How about you? Why not
join the fun and excitement of involvement in something that is
worthwhile. Just do it!!! nfwiddifield@nycshs.org

Preview Of 1st
Quarter 2023 issue

Al
Werner
shares
his
“Informal
Thoughts
on
Building a NYCS Caboose”.
Always looking for good
articles and photos for the 1st
Qtr. 2023 edition. Let us see
your handiwork.

Watch the website, www.nycshs.org, for more information and updates.
For questions and inquiries, contact Noel Widdifield at
nfwiddifield@nycshs.org

NYCentral Modeler
As we enter the fall modeling season, the NYCHS would very much like
to include an article by you in the next issue that will be released in the
1st Qtr. 2023 edition. You should be doing a more with your layout or
modeling during these coming fall months. And if you will be building
things for your railroad or running your trains, this would be a good
time to take some photos and do an article for us. We really would love
to hear about your modeling or see your layout. We offer a good
opportunity to showcase your talents or collection. Even if you don’t
feel you can write an article, just send us some photos of your modelling.
We need them for all our publications, but to make the next one, send
them to us by November 15, 2022. nfwiddifield@nycshs.org

NYCentral Modeler
Contact me at NYCBigFour@verizon.net
Thanks, Noel

Michael Byle tells us about “Frugal
NYC Modeling in S-Gauge- Hirail”.
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